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Abstract
The behaviour of matrix string theory in the background of a type IIA pp wave at small string
coupling, gs ≪ 1, is determined by the combination Mgs where M is a dimensionless parameter
proportional to the strength of the Ramond-Ramond background. For Mgs ≪ 1, the matrix string
theory is conventional; only the degrees of freedom in the Cartan subalgebra contribute, and the
theory reduces to copies of the perturbative string. For Mgs ≫ 1, the theory admits degener-
ate vacua representing fundamental strings blown up into fuzzy spheres with nonzero lightcone
momenta. We determine the spectrum of small fluctuations around these vacua. Around such a
vacuum all N2 degrees of freedom are excited with comparable energies. The spectrum of masses
has a spacing which is independent of the radius of the fuzzy sphere, in agreement with expected
behaviour of continuum giant gravitons. Furthermore, for fuzzy spheres characterized by reducible
representations of SU(2) and vanishing Wilson lines, the boundary conditions on the field are char-
acterized by a set of continuous angles which shows that generically the blown up strings do not
“close”.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The pp wave is one of the few nontrivial backgrounds in which perturbative string theory
is exactly solvable [1]. Its realization as a Penrose limit of AdS×S spacetimes [2] provides a
candidate for a nonperturbative definition of string theory, and has recently led to progress
in understanding the correspondence between gauge theories and IIB string theories in such
backgrounds [3]. In a slightly different direction, BMN [3] also proposed a definition of
a BFSS type Matrix theory [4] in pp wave backgrounds, thus giving a nonperturbative
definition of M-theory in a nontrivial background. The pp wave Matrix theory has been
studied quite extensively [5, 6, 7, 8] from various points of view.
In this paper we begin an investigation of several nonperturbative aspects of IIA strings
in pp wave backgrounds using matrix string theory. The BMN matrix model represents
DLCQ M-theory in the pp wave background. To derive a matrix string theory we first
need to compactify an additional spacelike compact direction. Circle compactifications of
pp wave backgrounds were found in [9], by identifying an appropriate isometry direction.
Following a standard procedure [10, 11, 12], we may then obtain a matrix string theory on
a IIA pp wave background. (This matrix string theory was constructed in [13, 14] and the
corresponding perturbative string has been studied in [14, 15, 16]. Some properties of the
matrix string theory for the maximally supersymmetric type IIB pp wave [17] have been
discussed in [18].) Applying standard arguments involving a “9-11” flip, the corresponding
IIA string theory has no zerobrane charge, but has nonzero light cone momentum.
The IIA pp wave matrix string theory is a deformed 1+1 dimensional SU(N) Yang-Mills
theory which should describe IIA strings with a compact lightcone direction of radius R
and a momentum p− = N/R along it. The dynamics is characterized by two dimensionless
parameters, the string coupling gs and the quantity
M =
µℓ2s
R
, (1.1)
where µ is the strength of the Ramond-Ramond (RR) field strength, ℓs is the string length
and R is the radius of a null direction. By using a chain of dualities the corresponding
matrix string theory is essentially two-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with additional terms
that represent the nontrivial background. The dimensional coupling constant of the gauge
theory gYM is related to gs by
gYM =
R
gsℓ2s
, (1.2)
in units for which the circumference of the spatial circle on which the Yang-Mills theory
lives is
L =
2πℓ2s
R
. (1.3)
The various regimes of the theory are characterized by the combination Mgs. Ob-
serve that this quantity is proportional to the effective string coupling in this background
geff ∼ gsµp−l2s [18, 19]. When gs → 0 with M finite, so that Mgs ≪ 1, the vacua of matrix
string theory are essentially the same as in flat space, i.e. the matrices X i can be all chosen
to be diagonal. Well known arguments then lead to light cone strings in the IIA pp wave
with various lengths whose sum is the total lightcone momentum.
However, matrix string theory is in principle a nonperturbative definition of string theory.
The pp wave is in fact the only known nontrivial background in which a matrix string
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theory can be formulated unambiguously. We therefore have a unique opportunity to probe
nonperturbative aspects of string theory in a controlled setting. Indeed, when gs → 0, but
M →∞ keepingMgs finite, there are degenerate vacua corresponding to fuzzy spheres along
the directions of the RR field. In the IIB language these are actually “fuzzy cylinders” since
there is an additional compact direction along which the ground state solution is constant.
By the chain of dualities reviewed below this means that IIA fundamental strings with
momenta along a compact null direction have blown up into fuzzy spheres. In the following
we will, therefore, refer to these simply as fuzzy spheres. In the ground state the matrices
which correspond to the other transverse directions are constrained to vanish, except for
one of the directions, for which the matrix can have a set of “θ-parameters”, the number
of which is determined by the SU(2) representation content of the fuzzy sphere. Such fuzzy
sphere configurations retain all eight linearly realized supersymmetries of the theory. The
mechanism is in fact the Myers’ effect [20, 21] with two crucial differences. First the various
fuzzy sphere configurations have zero lightcone energy and are, therefore, degenerate with
the trivial vacuum for which all the matrices vanish. This is what happens in the giant
graviton effect [22]. Indeed we have an exact microscopic description of giant gravitons in
a nontrivial background. In earlier works giant gravitons have been described in certain
D-brane backgrounds in an approximate fashion [23].1 Secondly, the gauge field, though
non-dynamical, plays an important role, particularly in the emergence of the θ-parameters.
We then investigate the spectra of small fluctuations around these degenerate fuzzy vacua.
This is done in the limit of large Mgs where a perturbative analysis is valid. The matrix
theory fuzzy sphere fluctuation spectrum has been investigated earlier in [5]. For matrix
strings, there are several important modifications since the gauge field couples nontrivially
and renders the analysis rather involved. Nevertheless the spectrum is rather simple. For
the fuzzy sphere in the irreducible representation, the fluctuations are described by a set
of 1 + 1 dimensional fields labeled by angular momentum quantum numbers (ℓ,m) with2
0 ≤ ℓ ≤ N − 1 and −ℓ ≤ m ≤ ℓ, with masses of the form Mf(ℓ), where f(ℓ) is a linear
function of ℓ that depends on the specific field. Significantly, the mass does not depend
directly on N . This feature is in fact quite characteristic of fluctuations of giant gravitons.
When N ≫ 1 the fuzzy spheres may be approximated by continuous spheres. In this
limit we show that the radius of the giant graviton agrees with that of the fuzzy sphere,
which is
r0 =
πµgsℓ
3
sN
3R
= (
Mgs
3
)πNℓs. (1.4)
A simple argument then shows that the fluctuation spectrum of these giant gravitons is
governed by a level spacing which is given by µ and independent of the radius r0. This
kind of spectrum has been noticed for giant gravitons in AdS × S backgrounds earlier [28].
Their description in terms of the holographic Yang-Mills theory [29, 30] when applied to the
pp wave background also reveals a similar spectrum [31, 32].
For matrix strings in flat space, the length of the string is determined by the boundary
conditions of the fields in a description in which there is no background Wilson line. As is
1 An exact description, based in part on the extension [24, 25] of matrix theory in weak backgrounds [21]
to matrix string theory, and on the nonabelian Born-Infeld action defined using the symmetric trace
prescription, was proposed in [26]. However, as the symmetric trace prescription is known to break down
by order F 6 [27], this proposal should be viewed cautiously.
2 This bound on ℓ holds only for irreducible vacua; the more general statement is given in Sec. VID.
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well known these boundary conditions correspond to conjugation by U(N) group elements
which belong to the subgroup SN . They represent a collection strings whose lengths add
up to the total light cone momentum. In the pp wave background there is a similar story
for Mgs ≪ 1. However for Mgs ≫ 1, the fuzzy spheres generically form N×N dimensional
reducible representations of SU(2). Sticking to a gauge in which the background Wilson lines
vanish, we will find that for Mgs large, the fluctuations in each of the irreducible blocks are
necessarily periodic as we go around the compact circle. However the boundary conditions
on the fluctuations in the off-diagonal blocks are characterized by a set of continuous angles.
This implies that the momenta along the circle may be written in the form 1
R
(n + 1
χ
), with
χ generically irrational. In other words the blown up string never closes. Alternatively, in
a gauge in which the fields are strictly periodic, allowed Wilson lines are characterized by a
set of U(1) angles.
The presence of fuzzy sphere vacua suggests that the density of states at intermediate
energies has a rather different behaviour than the Hagedorn density of states appropriate
for strings. In fact, as discussed in Sec. VII, this appears to be an overly na¨ıve expectation,
and the Hagedorn transition persists. Certainly, though, there are nontrivial consequences
for the thermodynamics of strings in this regime.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the basic setup which relates
Type IIA strings in pp wave backgrounds to a matrix string theory. In Sec. III we show the
existence of stable giant gravitons in these pp wave backgrounds and discuss their fluctuation
spectra. Sec. IV contains our derivation of the pp wave matrix string action. In Sec. V
we discuss supersymmetry properties of the action and its vacua in various regimes, with
particular attention to fuzzy sphere vacua for large Mgs. Sec. VI contains the bulk of
our results for fluctuations around fuzzy sphere vacua and allowed boundary conditions.
In Sec. VII we make brief comments about implications to thermodynamics and Sec. VIII
contains conclusions and comments. The appendix presents a detailed and self-contained
discussion of fuzzy spherical harmonics.
II. THE SETUP
The pp wave background in M-theory is given by the metric
ds2 = 2dx+dx−−
[
(
µ
3
)2(xa)2 + (
µ
6
)2(xa
′
)2
]
(dx+)2 + (dxa)2 + (dxa
′
)2,
F+123 = µ,
(2.1)
where a = 1 · · · 3 and a′ = 4 · · · 9. To make a spacelike isometry explicit it is necessary to
perform a coordinate transformation
x+ = xˆ+, xa = xˆa, xa
′′
= xˆa
′′
(a′′ = 4 · · ·7)
x− = xˆ− − µ
6
xˆ8xˆ9,
x8 = xˆ8 cos(
µ
6
xˆ+) + xˆ9 sin(
µ
6
xˆ+),
x9 = −xˆ8 sin(µ
6
xˆ+) + xˆ9 cos(
µ
6
xˆ+),
(2.2)
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FIG. 1: The chain of dualities that leads from matrix theory to the matrix string. For each theory,
the length and direction of the compact dimensions are given. String Theory IV has been included
for completeness, but would be more accurately titled “String Theory not appearing in this paper”
(with apologies to Monty Python).
so that the background becomes
ds2 = 2dxˆ+dxˆ− − 2µ
3
xˆ8dxˆ9dxˆ+ −
[
(
µ
3
)2(xˆa)2 + (
µ
6
)2(xˆa
′′
)2
]
(dxˆ+)2 + (dxˆa)2 + (dxˆa
′
)2,
Fˆ+123 = µ.
(2.3)
From now on we will use these new coordinates and remove the hats from the x’s. Since
translations along the xˆ9-direction are isometries one can now compactify along x9 with a
radius Rˆ which will lead to a IIA string theory with the string frame metric and RR fields
given by
ds2 = 2dx+dx− −
[
(
µ
3
)2
(
(xa)2 + (x8)2
)
+ (
µ
6
)2(xa
′′
)2
]
(dx+)2 + (dxa)2 + (dxa
′′
)2 + (dx8)2,
A+ = −µ
3
x8, C+ab = µǫabcx
c.
(2.4)
This IIA theory will be called String Theory No. I in the following (see Fig. 1). It has a
string coupling
gs =
(
Rˆ
ℓP
)3/2
, (2.5)
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and a string length ℓs given by
ℓs =
(
ℓ3P
Rˆ
)1/2
. (2.6)
We will take x− to be a compact direction with radius R and consider a state in the M-theory
with a momentum
p− =
N
R
(2.7)
along this direction. Then String Theory No. I has a null compact direction x− with a
momentum p− given above.
We can construct another IIA string theory, which we will call String Theory No. II where
the null direction x− is considered as the extra M-theory direction. In this string theory
the state under consideration has a zerobrane charge N while the string coupling gˆs and the
string length ℓˆs are given by
gˆs =
(
R
ℓP
)3/2
, ℓˆs =
(
ℓ3P
R
)1/2
. (2.8)
String Theory No. II has a compact spacelike direction x9 with radius Rˆ.
T-dualizing String Theory No. II along x9 gives rise to a IIB string theory (String Theory
No. III) with D1-brane charge N defined on a radius Rˆ′
Rˆ′ =
ℓˆ2s
Rˆ
=
ℓ3P
RRˆ
, (2.9)
and string coupling g˜s and string length ℓ˜s given by
g˜s = gˆs
ℓˆs
Rˆ
=
R
Rˆ
, ℓ˜s = ℓˆs. (2.10)
This IIB theory thus has a set of D1-branes wrapped on a circle with a total D1-brane
charge N and is therefore described by a 1+1 dimensional Yang-Mills theory with gauge
group SU(N). The dimensional coupling constant of this Yang-Mills theory is given by
g2YM =
R2
Rˆℓ3P
. (2.11)
The dimensionless combination of the Yang-Mills coupling and the size of the circle is easily
seen to be
gYM Rˆ
′ =
1
gs
, (2.12)
so that String Theory No. I at weak coupling corresponds to strongly coupled Yang-Mills
theory. This is the matrix string theory which we discuss in this paper.
As we will see, the matrix string theory is characterized by the combination Mgs, where
M = µℓ
2
s
R
is also dimensionless. In view of the results of [19] the effective string coupling
of String Theory No. I is given by the quantity geff = gsµp−l2s . Since p− = N/R, this
implies geff ∼ MgsN . Thus one would expect that when Mgs ≪ 1 one has the usual
perturbative IIA string, while for Mgs ∼ 1 one starts probing nonperturbative behaviour.
We will find that 1/(Mgs) is essentially the coupling constant of the deformed Yang-Mills
theory. Thus for Mgs ≫ 1 the Yang-Mills theory becomes weakly coupled and one can
discuss nonperturbative string theory in a controlled fashion.
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III. GIANT GRAVITONS AND THEIR FLUCTUATIONS
In this section we will consider a single spherical M2-brane in the background of the
M-theory pp wave (2.1) and show that there is a stable solution in the presence of a nonzero
momentum p− in the x− direction. We will then examine the nature of the fluctuation
spectrum of these branes.
A. The Classical Solution
The reparametrization invariant action for this brane is given by
S = T2
∫
d3ξ
[
−
√
− det g + 1
6
ǫabc∂aX
µ∂bX
ν∂cX
λCµνλ(X)
]
, (3.1)
where ξa denotes the worldvolume coordinates, Xµ(ξ) are the target space coordinates, and
gab is the induced metric on the worldvolume
gab = Gµν∂aX
µ∂bX
ν , (3.2)
with Gµν the pp wave metric given in eq. (2.1). Cµνλ is a 3-form RR potential which gives
rise to the 4-form gauge field strength appearing in eq. (2.1).
We will use polar coordinates (r, θ, φ) in the plane defined by the Cartesian coordinates
xa, a = 1 · · ·3. In these coordinates the field strength is
F+rθφ = µr
2 sin θ, (3.3)
and we can choose a gauge such that the potential is
C+θφ =
1
3
µr3 sin θ, (3.4)
with all other components zero.
Let us first fix a gauge in which the spatial coordinates on the worldvolume are identified
with the angles θ and φ. We want to restrict our dynamics to the sector where the remaining
coordinates are independent of θ, φ. This is a consistent truncation which respects the
equations of motion. Then all worldvolume fields depend only on the worldvolume time τ
and the action (3.1) becomes
S = 4πT2
∫
dτ
[
−r2(τ)
√
−GAB∂τXA∂τXB + µ
3
r3(τ)∂τX
+
]
, (3.5)
where A,B stand for (r,Xa
′
, X±)
Let us define the quantity
D ≡
√
−GAB∂τXA∂τXB. (3.6)
Then the canonical momenta are given by
PA = 4πT2
[
1
D
r2GAB∂τX
B +
µr3
3
δ+A
]
. (3.7)
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The identity
GAB(PA − 4πT2
3
µr3δ+A)(PB −
4πT2
3
µr3δ+B) = −(4πT2r2)2 (3.8)
yields
P+ =
1
2P−
[G++P
2
− − P 2a′ − P 2r − (4πT2r2)2] +
4πT2
3
µr3. (3.9)
The above gauge choice still allows arbitrary reparametrization of the worldvolume time
coordinate τ . We fix this by choosing a gauge
τ = X+. (3.10)
Then the canonical Hamiltonian in this gauge is given by
H = −P+. (3.11)
Using the specific form of G++ given in (2.4), H may be written as a sum of squares
H =
1
2P−
[
P 2a′ + P
2
r +
(µ
6
)2
P 2−(X
a′)2 + r2(4πT2r − µ
3
P−)2
]
. (3.12)
Clearly the ground state solutions are static with Pr = Pa′ = 0, X
a′ = 0, and either r = 0
or
r = r0 =
µ
12πT2
P−. (3.13)
This second solution is the giant graviton. It has lightcone energy zero, and is therefore
degenerate with the lightcone vacuum.
An interesting feature of this solution is that while the momentum P− in the direction
X− is nonzero, there is no velocity along x−. This may be easily seen from the expressions
for P±
P+ =
(4πT2r
2)
D
(∂τX
− +G++) +
4πT2
3
µr3,
P− =
(4πT2r
2)
D
,
(3.14)
by plugging in the classical solution for a giant graviton given in eq. (3.13).
The M2-brane giant graviton will appear as a stable spherical D2-brane in String Theory
No. I with a nonzero light cone momentum p− = N/R. Using
T2 =
1
4π2ℓ3P
=
1
4π2gsℓ3s
, (3.15)
one sees that the radius of the D2-brane is
r0 =
µgsℓ
3
s
R
πN
3
= ℓs
Mgs
3
πN. (3.16)
As explained above, although there is a nonzero p−, the brane is actually static.
In String Theory No. II the giant graviton also appears as a static D2-brane, but with
a D0-brane charge N and no other momentum. This D2-brane has a compact transverse
direction. T-dualizing along the compact direction yields a D3-brane in String Theory No. III
having a shape S2× S1. This is the continuum analog of the “fuzzy cylinder” configuration
of matrix string theory discussed in this paper.
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B. Fluctuations
The fluctuation spectrum around the giant graviton may be obtained by an analysis
similar to [28]. For our purposes, however, it is sufficient to examine some general features.
The effective action for some mode of transverse fluctuation Φ of the giant graviton would
be given, in the linearized approximation, by
S =
∫
d3ξ
√−ggab∂aΦ∂bΦ, (3.17)
where gab denotes the induced metric on the brane worldvolume, whose components are
given by
gab = Gµν(X)∂aX
µ∂bX
ν , (3.18)
The target space metric G has to be evaluated on the classical solution. In the light cone
gauge used above this solution is described by
θ = σ, φ = ρ,
X+ = τ,
r = r0 =
µ
12πT2
P−,
Xa
′
= 0,
X− = constant,
(3.19)
where σ and ρ denote the two angular spatial coordinates on the worldvolume. Thus on the
giant graviton solution one has
gττ = −(µ
3
)2r20,
gσσ = r
2
0,
gρρ = r
2
0 sin
2 θ,
(3.20)
so that the action for fluctuations (3.17) becomes
S ∼ µ
3
r0
∫
dtdθdφ sin θ
[
−( 3
µ
)2(∂τΦ)
2 + (∂θΦ)
2 +
1
sin2 θ
(∂φΦ)
2
]
. (3.21)
It is now clear that the frequencies of oscillation ω are independent of r0 and the scale is set
entirely by µ. In fact from eq. (3.21) one would get
ω = (
µ
3
)ℓ(ℓ+ 1), (3.22)
where ℓ is the angular momentum quantum number. It would be interesting to verify
the above argument by a detailed calculation of the fluctuation spectrum. It is clear that
while the details of the spectrum would not agree precisely with (3.22), the fact that it is
independent of r0 and hence p− would persist.
In the following sections we set up the matrix string theory for this problem and study
its vacua and fluctuations.
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IV. THE MATRIX STRING ACTION
We start with the matrix theory action of BMN [3], modulo some conventions; see also [5,
7]. Specifically, we normalize the worldline coordinate τ as in BMN and our R differs from
their R11 by a factor of 2.
3 We also follow the usual convention of setting the 11-dimensional
Planck length, ℓP = 1, (for now). The conventions for indices are i = 1 · · · 9, a = 1, 2, 3,
a′ = 4 · · ·9 and (later) a′′ = 4 · · ·7.
S = R
∫
dτ Tr
{
1
2R2
(DτX
i)2 +
i
R
ΨTDτΨ+Ψ
TΓi
[
X i,Ψ
]
+
1
4
[
X i, Xj
]2
−1
2
( µ
3R
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
( µ
6R
)2
(Xa
′
)2 − i µ
4R
ΨTΓ123Ψ− i µ
3R
ǫabcX
aXbXc
}
. (4.1)
The first part of this section will resemble ref. [14] (see also [15]) and the latter is similar
to [12].
The first step toward making this a matrix string action is to make the field redefinition
(cf. eq. (2.2))
X8 = Xˆ8 cos
µ
6
τ + Xˆ9 sin
µ
6
τ, X9 = −Xˆ8 sin µ
6
τ + Xˆ9 cos
µ
6
τ, (4.2a)
Ψ = e
µ
12
Γ89τ Ψˆ. (4.2b)
The field redefinition (4.2a) constitutes part of the coordinate transformation (the full co-
ordinate transformation involves X−, which has already been eliminated via use of the
infinite momentum frame) to make ∂
∂Xˆ9
manifestly Killing [9, 14]. This, of course, is just
a τ -dependent rotation of the (X8, X9) plane, and so motivates the additional redefini-
tion (4.2b). Then the interaction term ΨTΓi [X i,Ψ] is invariant. Upon dropping the hats,
the action is
S = R
∫
dτ Tr
{
1
2R2
(DτX
i)2 +
i
R
ΨTDτΨ+Ψ
TΓi
[
X i,Ψ
]
+
1
4
[
X i, Xj
]2
−1
2
( µ
3R
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
( µ
6R
)2
(Xa
′′
)2 − µ
3R2
X8DτX
9 − i µ
3R
ǫabcX
aXbXc
−i µ
4R
ΨT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψ
}
, (4.3)
where we have dropped a total derivative term µR
3
∫
dτ Tr [Dτ (X
8X9)]. We see that X9 only
appears differentiated in the action, and so we can consider compactifying the X9 direction
to a circle of radius Rˆ.4
3 Also, we use the convention that complex conjugation interchanges the order of Grassmann variables.
The gauge theory conventions are Dµ = ∂µ + i [Aµ, ·]; Fµν = 2∂[µAν] + i [Aµ, Aν ]. Under gauge trans-
formations, Aµ → −iU∂µU−1 + UAµU−1; X i → UX iU−1; Ψ→ UΨU−1. Unless stated otherwise, ΨT
denotes the transpose of the spinor Ψ, without affecting the U(N) matrices. So under gauge transforma-
tions, ΨT → UΨTU−1.
4 The very observant reader will note that choosing to subtract instead of add the total derivative would
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We compactify and T-dualize simultaneously, in the usual way [33]. This means that we
insert an
∫
dσ, with 0 ≤ σ < 2π and replace
X9 = −iRˆDσ, (4.4)
where Dσ is the gauge covariant derivative. This implies that
DτX
9 = RˆFτσ. (4.5)
So now the action reads
S = R
∫
dτdσTr
{
Rˆ2
2R2
F 2τσ +
1
2R2
(DτX
i)2 − Rˆ
2
2
(DσX
i)2 +
i
R
ΨTDτΨ− iRˆΨTΓ9DσΨ
+ΨTΓi
[
X i,Ψ
]
+
1
4
[
X i, Xj
]2 − 1
2
( µ
3R
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
( µ
6R
)2
(Xa
′′
)2
− µRˆ
3R2
X8Fτσ − i µ
4R
ΨT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψ− i µ
3R
ǫabcX
aXbXc
}
. (4.6)
The plan is now to put this in a canonical form.
To do this, rescale
τ → 1
RˆR
τ X i → 1√
Rˆ
X i. (4.7)
After taking the transformation properties of Dτ and Fτσ into account and reinserting ap-
propriate powers of ℓP (so as to ensure that the new X
i is dimensionless, as are τ, σ), we
obtain
S =
∫
dτdσTr
{
1
2
( Rˆ
ℓP
)3
F 2τσ +
1
2
(DτX
i)2 − 1
2
(DσX
i)2 + iΨTDτΨ− iΨTΓ9DσΨ
+
(ℓP
Rˆ
)3/2
ΨTΓi
[
X i,Ψ
]
+
1
4
(ℓP
Rˆ
)3 [
X i, Xj
]2 − 1
2
(µℓ2P
3R
)2(ℓP
Rˆ
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
(µℓ2P
6R
)2(ℓP
Rˆ
)2
(Xa
′′
)2
−µℓ
2
P
3R
√
Rˆ
ℓP
X8Fτσ − iµℓ
2
P
4R
ℓP
Rˆ
ΨT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψ− iµℓ
2
P
3R
(ℓP
Rˆ
)5/2
ǫabcX
aXbXc

 . (4.8)
Observe that, with the 9/11 flip, all coefficients may be expressed in terms of the quantities
µℓ2P
R
=
µα′
R
g2/3s ≡Mg2/3s , and
Rˆ
ℓP
= g2/3s . (4.9)
lead to Xˆ8 rather than Xˆ9 as the direction of the circle. Equivalently, we could have chosen the rotation
in the field redefinition to be in the opposite direction, and still have obtained an isometry along Xˆ9.
At first sight, this is discomforting. The latter statement is, in fact, true, though in the full coordinate
transformation it would require X− = Xˆ− + µ6 Xˆ
8Xˆ9 rather than the X− = Xˆ− − µ6 Xˆ8Xˆ9 in eq. (2.2).
In other words, M-theory is parity invariant (Xˆ9 → −Xˆ9).
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(Note also that, as defined, M is dimensionless .) Our final expression is then
S =
∫
dτdσTr
{
1
2
g2sF
2
τσ +
1
2
(DτX
i)2 − 1
2
(DσX
i)2 + iΨTDτΨ− iΨTΓ9DσΨ
+
1
gs
ΨTΓi
[
X i,Ψ
]
+
1
4g2s
[
X i, Xj
]2 − 1
2
(M
3
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
(M
6
)2
(Xa
′′
)2
−M
3
gsX
8Fτσ − iM
4
ΨT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψ− i M
3gs
ǫabcX
aXbXc
}
. (4.10)
Note that all powers of gs are integer, and that the mass terms have no powers of gs.
Finally, each power of Fτσ carries a power of gs.
V. PROPERTIES OF THE MATRIX STRING ACTION
A. Supersymmetry and Vacua
The Matrix quantum mechanics (4.1) admits the classical solutions5
Xa =
µ
3R
Ja, X8 = X80 cos
µ
6
τ, X9 = −X80 sin
µ
6
τ, (5.1a)[
Ja, J b
]
= iǫabcJ
c,
[
X80 , J
a
]
= 0, (5.1b)
with all other fields vanishing. Here Ja is an N -dimensional representation of the su(2)
algebra, and X80 is a constant matrix. When J
a is nontrivial, these describe a fuzzy sphere,
rotating in a circle in the X8-X9 plane. When X80 = 0 these are fully supersymmetric vacua
with vanishing vacuum energy. For X80 6= 0, these are half-supersymmetric, saturating a
BPS bound which relates the energy to the angular momentum in the X8-X9 plane.
Under the reduction to the matrix string (4.10), the solution (5.1a) becomes
Xa =
Mgs
3
Ja, X8 = X80 ,
[
Ja, X80
]
= 0, (5.2)
with all other fields (such as Aσ) vanishing. The “rotation” that is included in the field-
redefinition (4.2a) modifies the Hamiltonian by an angular momentum term [9]. Also, the
supersymmetries broken by the angular momentum are precisely those that are broken
by the compactification. Thus, in the matrix string theory, all fuzzy spheres are fully
5 These are related to solutions which appeared in [3]. While they seemed to only consider either fuzzy
spheres (X80 = 0) or rotating solutions (J
a = 0), the BPS conditions allow them to be superposed under
certain conditions (namely,
[
X8, Ja
]
= 0). Bak [34], considered rotating fuzzy spheres, but in that
work some of the supersymmetries were broken by adding time dependence to, and deforming, the su(2)
generators, so as to obtain rotating ellipsoids. There are much simpler states with the same supersymmetry
as Bak’s, for which one adds an extra term to Xa that commutes with the su(2) generators, and which
adds a rotation in a plane. These are the oscillations that we believe were misidentified in [5] as being
associated with Bak’s states. The additional rotations—that we just described as being in a plane that
intersects the fuzzy spheres—can also be done in other directions, such as the X8, X9-directions that we
use here.
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supersymmetric and have vanishing energy for all values of X80 . The fact that X
8
0 must
commute with the su(2) generators implies that the fuzzy spheres have definite position in
the 8-direction. We will eventually see, and explain, that despite this translation invariance,
there is no associated massless mode in the matrix string spectrum.
Explicitly, it can be checked that the action (4.10) is invariant under the (4,4) supersym-
metries, (cf. [3, 5, 15] and e.g. [35] for related pp wave and matrix string, supersymmetry
transformations)
δX i = iΨTΓiǫ, δAτ =
i
gs
ΨTǫ, δAσ =
i
gs
ΨTΓ9ǫ, (5.3a)
δΨ =
1
2
gsFτσΓ
9ǫ+
1
2
DτX
iΓiǫ− 1
2
DσX
iΓiΓ9ǫ+
M
6
XaΓaΓ123ǫ+
i
4gs
[
X i, Xj
]
Γijǫ
− M
12
Xa
′′
Γa
′′123ǫ,
(5.3b)
where ǫ obeys the constraint
ǫ = Γ12389ǫ⇔ ǫ = Γ4567ǫ. (5.4)
The action is also invariant under the 16 nonlinearly realized supersymmetries
δΨ = e
M
4
(Γ123− 1
3
Γ89)τχ, (5.5)
where χ is an unconstrained Majorana spinor. We will not discuss the nonlinearly realized
supersymmetries further.
It is straightforward to check that the vacua (5.2) preserve all eight (linearly realized)
supersymmetries. Conversely, by linear independence of antisymmetrized products of Γ-
matrices (though in principle it should have been necessary to take (5.4) into account) a
fully supersymmetric background requires
Fτσ = DτX
i = DσX
i = Xa
′′
=
[
Xa, Xa
′′]
=
[
Xa, X8
]
=
[
Xa
′′
, X8
]
=
[
Xa
′′
, Xb
′′]
= 0,[
Xa, Xb
]
= i
Mgs
3
ǫabcX
c.
(5.6)
Note that, this does not imply X8 = 0, but allows for a constant value of X8 that com-
mutes with Ja. This is precisely eq. (5.2). Moreover the Xa generically higgses the U(N)
gauge group to U(1)r, where r is the number of irreducible representations in Ja. Then X8
has r components that can be turned on, and this (roughly) induces r “θ-angles” for the
corresponding U(1)s.
After a tedious calculation, one finds the on-shell algebra,
[δ1, δ2]X
i = i(ǫT1 ǫ2)DτX
i − i(ǫT1Γ9ǫ2)DσX i + i(ǫT1Γaǫ2)
{
−M
3
δibǫabcX
c − i
gs
[
Xa, X i
]}
− i i
gs
(ǫT1Γ
8ǫ2)
[
X8, X i
]
+ i
M
6
(ǫT1Γ
a′′b′′89ǫ2)δ
i
a′′X
b′′ ,
(5.7a)
[δ1, δ2]Aτ = i(ǫ
T
1Γ
9ǫ2)Fτσ +
i
gs
(ǫT1Γ
aǫ2)DτX
a +
i
gs
(ǫT1Γ
8ǫ2)DτX
8, (5.7b)
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[δ1, δ2]Aσ = i(ǫ
T
1 ǫ2)Fτσ +
i
gs
(ǫT1Γ
aǫ2)DσX
a +
i
gs
(ǫT1Γ
8ǫ2)DσX
8, (5.7c)
[δ1, δ2] Ψ = i(ǫ
T
1 ǫ2)DτΨ− i(ǫT1Γ9ǫ2)DσΨ+ i(ǫT1Γaǫ2)
{
−M
12
ǫabcΓ
bcΨ− i
gs
[Xa,Ψ]
}
+
1
gs
(ǫT1Γ
8ǫ2)
[
X8,Ψ
]
+ i
M
24
(ǫT1Γ
a′′b′′89ǫ2)Γ
a′′b′′Ψ.
(5.7d)
We can summarize these equations as
{Qα, Qβ} = Pαβ
[
H −G(Aτ )
]
+ (Γ9P)αβ
[
P +G(Aσ)
]− (ΓaP)αβ[M
3
J a − 1
gs
G(Xa)
]
+ (Γ8P)αβ
[− 1
gs
G(X8)
]
+
M
12
(Γa
′′b′′89
P)αβJ a′′b′′− ; P =
1
2
(
l1 + Γ12389
)
, (5.8)
where G(Λ) is the Hermitian generator of infinitesimal gauge transformations with parameter
Λ,6 H is the Hamiltonian, P generates translations in σ, J a is the SU(2) rotational generator
in the 123-directions and J a′′b′′− is the anti-selfdual SU(2) rotational generator in the 4567-
directions. The projection operator, P, enforces the constraint (5.4). This explains why only
J a′′b′′− appears, and not the full SO(4), as
Γa
′′b′′89
P =
1
2
Γc
′′d′′89
(
δa′′c′′δb′′d′′ − 1
2
ǫa′′b′′c′′d′′
)
, (5.9)
which projects out the self-dual SU(2).7 Thus we see that—as for the 11-dimensional Matrix
Theory [5]—the supersymmetry algebra contains angular momentum.
Of course, it is well known (see e.g. [36]) that the supersymmetry algebra cannot contain
angular momentum. This follows by first considering the (P, P,Q) Jacobi identity, which
(in flat space) implies that Q commutes with all momentum generators. Then the (Q,Q, P )
Jacobi identity implies that the supersymmetry algebra cannot contain angular momentum.
However, in the pp wave background, the spacetime momentum and boost/rotational gen-
erators are replaced by Heisenberg generators which do not commute. In particular, the
Hamiltonian does not commute with “momentum”. So, there is no contradiction; indeed
the anti-de Sitter superalgebra is a well-known example in which the “theorem” is “vio-
lated.” Other explicit examples of pp wave supersymmetry algebras which contain angular
momentum in the anticommutation relations can be found in [37].
Although so far we have isolated the gauge transformations in the supersymmetry algebra
from the usual generators, in the fuzzy sphere background, the gauge transformations are
crucial to rotational invariance. Let us define the operator
Jˆ a ≡ J a − 3
Mgs
G(Xa0 ), (5.10)
where Xa0 is the background value of X
a, eq. (5.2). It is clear that, for the fuzzy sphere
background (5.2), Jˆ also obeys the su(2) algebra,[
Jˆ a, Jˆ b
]
= iǫabcJˆ c. (5.11)
6 Explicitly, [G(Λ), Aµ] = i∂µΛ + [Λ, Aµ], and e.g.
[
G(Λ), X i
]
=
[
Λ, X i
]
.
7 Incidentally, eq. (5.9) is crucial for eliminating extraneous terms that would otherwise have appeared
in (5.7d).
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Moreover, it is a symmetry of the background:[
Jˆ a, Xb0
]
=
[J a, Xb0]− [Ja, Xb0] = iǫabcXc0 − iǫabcXc0 = 0. (5.12)
Thus, we rewrite eq. (5.8) as
{Qα, Qβ} = Pαβ
[
H−G(Aτ )
]
+(Γ9P)αβ
[
P +G(Aσ)
]−M
3
(ΓaP)αβ
[Jˆ a− 3
Mgs
G(Xa−Xa0 )
]
+ (Γ8P)αβ
[− 1
gs
G(X8)
]
+
M
12
(Γa
′′b′′89
P)αβJ a′′b′′− . (5.13)
From the algebra (5.13), we see that there are short BPS multiplets of mass m = M
3
n, with
n an integer. More precisely, multiplets with quantum numbers (ℓ1, ℓ2) under (Jˆ a,J a′′b′′− )
can be short if the mass obeys one of
mass2 =


(
M
3
)2
(ℓ1 + ℓ2)
2,(
M
3
)2
(ℓ1 − ℓ2 + 1)2,(
M
3
)2
(ℓ1 − ℓ2 − 1)2,(
M
3
)2
(ℓ1 + ℓ2 + 2)
2.
(5.14)
This follows from eq. (A.45).8 The result (5.14) agrees with the spectrum we give in
Sec. VI. Namely, we have four short multiplets: two with ℓ1 = ℓ, ℓ2 = 0, and two with ℓ1 = ℓ,
ℓ2 =
1
2
. It is interesting—though required by counting of supermultiplet components—that
the Xa
′′ ∈ (1/2, 1/2) of SO(4) form two degenerate multiplets, and not a longer multiplet.
It is tempting to speculate that the other gauge transformations in the action are re-
lated to other BPS conditions. The G(Aµ) terms are simply the gauge completions of the
Hamiltonian (i d
dτ
) and the momentum generator (P = −i d
dσ
), but can play an important
role if there are Wilson lines. The presence of G(X8), and the fact that there are vacua with
non-trivial values of X8, is particularly intriguing.
B. Perturbation Theory and Fuzzy Spheres
In eq. (4.10), we wrote down an action in which the fields were scaled in such a way that
the matrix string action had mass parameters where expected, and coupling constant de-
pendence that is familiar from the flat-space matrix string. There is another useful rescaling
of the fields and coordinates, which isolates the combination Mgs. Specifically, let
τ =
τˆ
M
, σ =
σˆ
M
, Aµ =MAˆµ, X
i =MgsXˆ
i, Ψ =M
3
2gsΨˆ, (5.15)
8 For the anti-selfdual rotations, this follows by decomposing the four-dimensional spinors into two-
dimensional Weyl spinors. Then the two-dimensional spinors can be decomposed in terms of spinor
spherical harmonics, and eq. (A.45) is easily applied.
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Then,
S = (Mgs)
2
∫
dτˆdσˆTr
{
1
2
Fˆ 2τˆ σˆ +
1
2
(DˆτˆXˆ
i)2 − 1
2
(DˆσˆXˆ
i)2 + iΨˆTDˆτˆ Ψˆ− iΨˆTΓ9DˆσˆΨˆ
+ΨˆTΓi
[
Xˆ i, Ψˆ
]
+
1
4
[
Xˆ i, Xˆj
]2
− 1
18
(Xˆa)2 − 1
72
(Xˆa
′′
)2 − 1
3
Xˆ8Fˆτˆ σˆ
−i1
4
ΨˆT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψˆ− i1
3
ǫabcXˆ
aXˆbXˆc
}
, (5.16)
where Dˆµ = ∂ˆµ+ i[Aˆµ, ·] and Fˆ = dAˆ+ iAˆ∧ Aˆ. In this expression Mgs has been completely
factored out of the action, which is otherwise independent of both M and gs. Thus, the
dimensionless Mgs acts as an inverse coupling constant, and perturbation theory in (Mgs)
−1
is valid.
Since, for the validity of the matrix string theory, we should take gs small, we take
M ≫ g−1s for the perturbative realm. Alternatively, the regime of Mgs ≪ 1 requires a
strong coupling expansion.
1. Strong Coupling and Perturbative IIA Strings
For Mgs ≪ 1, the Yang-Mills theory is at strong coupling, and we expect to be able
to compare to type IIA perturbation theory. In fact, type IIA perturbation theory is an
expansion around gs = 0, and is therefore strictly at Mgs = 0. For this value, there are
no fuzzy spheres; the fuzzy sphere radii are strictly zero and the background values are
Xa = Mgs
3
Ja = 0.
Moreover, in the limit Mgs → 0, finiteness of the energy (derived from (4.10)) sets the
commutator terms in the action to zero [12, 38]. Thus one is left with a quadratic (but
massive) action for the elements of the Cartan subalgebra—that is, N copies of the IIA
string on this background.
There are actually some subtleties with this discussion. Let us consider the action for a
single element of the Cartan subalgebra. It is
S = (Mgs)
2
∫
dτˆdσˆTr
{
1
2
(
Fˆτˆ σˆ − 1
3
Xˆ8
)2
+
1
2
(
˙ˆ
X i)2 − 1
2
(Xˆ ′i)2 + iΨˆT ˙ˆΨ− iΨˆTΓ9Ψˆ′
− 1
18
(Xˆa)2 − 1
18
(Xˆ8)2 − 1
72
(Xˆa
′′
)2 − i1
4
ΨˆT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψˆ
}
. (5.17)
If we ignore the first term—this is justified in flat space for standard D = 2 gauge-theoretic
reasons [11, 12]—then we have written the action for the IIA perturbative string, albeit
with nonstandard normalizations. Equivalently, we could treat Fˆτˆ σˆ as an auxiliary field and
integrate it out. However, neither procedure can be justified.
Instead, we should integrate out the gauge potential. In order to do this, we introduce
an auxiliary scalar field φ, and replace the term 1
2
Fˆ 2τˆ σˆ inside the brackets in (5.17) by
−1
2
φ2 + φFˆτˆ σˆ. (5.18)
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The resulting action is equivalent to (5.17), but now the gauge potential appears only linearly.
Varying Aˆµˆ gives the constraint
∂µˆ(φ− 1
3
Xˆ8) = 0, (5.19)
which together with the subsequent equation of motion for φ tells us that φ = 1
3
(Xˆ8 − Xˆ80 ).
Substituting this for φ in (5.18) gives the equivalent action
S = (Mgs)
2
∫
dτˆdσˆTr
{
1
2
(
˙ˆ
X i)2 − 1
2
(Xˆ ′i)2 + iΨˆT ˙ˆΨ− iΨˆTΓ9Ψˆ′
− 1
18
(Xˆa)2 − 1
18
(Xˆ8 − Xˆ80 )2 −
1
72
(Xˆa
′′
)2 − i1
4
ΨˆT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψˆ
}
. (5.20)
The result—consistent with eq. (5.2)—is that Xˆ8 can take any constant value Xˆ80 . Clearly,
the spectrum is independent of Xˆ80 . Thus, we do obtain the IIA string; however, there
are an infinite number of choices, with identical physics, parametrized in the matrix string
theory by Xˆ80 , although this value is invisible to the perturbative string theory. Furthermore,
fluctuations of Xˆ8 about this value are massive; the spectrum contains no Nambu-Goldstone
boson.
This perhaps surprising result is reminiscent of the bosonized massive Schwinger
model [39]. More generally, recall that a massless scalar field ϕ in D dimensions has an
infinite number of vacua parametrized by the vacuum expectation value of ϕ. This is just
spontaneous symmetry breaking, where ϕ is its own Nambu-Goldstone boson, and the vac-
uum expectation value characterizes a superselection sector (for D > 2). Of course, for
D = 2, the typical story is that fluctuations of the Nambu-Goldstone boson permeate space
and destroy the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
However, spontaneous symmetry breaking does occur in the two-dimensional bosonized
massive Schwinger model [39]. For identical reasons, spontaneous symmetry breaking via
the background value of Xˆ8 also occurs in the action (5.17). The symmetry which is broken
by the vacuum expectation value for Xˆ8 is (classically) anomalous. More precisely, the
conserved current is
Jµ = ∂µXˆ
8 +
1
6
ǫµ
νAν , (5.21)
which is gauge-variant. So, there is no (physical) Nambu-Goldstone boson in the spectrum
to mix up the vacua, and the vacuum expectation value of Xˆ8 characterizes a superselection
sector of otherwise identical vacua. The eventual Type IIA Lagrangian is independent of
X80 , although the IIA string obtained is only one element of an infinite family.
Nevertheless, since Xˆ8 has a target space interpretation, we should expect that, in a
partition function, we should sum over all vacua, which means integrating over the super-
selection sectors, thereby obtaining a factor of the coordinate length of Xˆ8. This does not
appear to be visible in perturbation theory.
We expect that an argument parallel to those in [40] should yield a thermodynamic
behaviour identical to that for the perturbative IIA string on this background, and we
further expect that thermodynamics to be qualitatively identical to that already worked
out [41] for the IIB string on the maximally supersymmetric pp wave. Indeed the recent
work [42] explicitly gave the expected thermodynamics of the IIA string. For earlier work
on pp wave thermodynamics, see [43, 44, 45, 46].
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2. Weak Coupling and Fuzzy Spheres
If Mgs is large, then no degrees of freedom are suppressed. Instead, [in the original
variables (4.10)] the fuzzy sphere vacua
[
Xa, Xb
]
= i
Mgs
3
ǫabcX
c, (5.22)
solve the equations of motion. This is solved by
Xa =
Mgs
3
Ja, (5.23)
where Ja is an N -dimensional representation of su(2). One might expect that since no de-
grees of freedom are suppressed, the weakly-coupled matrix model could display a drastically
different thermodynamics compared to Mgs ≪ 1. In fact, this appears not to be the case,
as is further discussed in Sec. VII.
In Sec. VI, we study the fluctuations around these vacua.
VI. THE MATRIX STRING SPECTRUM
In this section we compute the perturbative spectrum of the matrix string theory. In
Sec. VIB, we give the bosonic spectrum about an irreducible vacuum; the corresponding
fermionic spectrum is degenerate, as shown in Sec. VIC. General vacua are discussed in
Sec. VID. Nontrivial boundary conditions are applied and discussed in Sec. VIE, but to
facilitate the discussion, we start in Sec. VIA with a discussion of boundary conditions in a
general gauge theory.
A. Boundary Conditions in Gauge Theory
The most general boundary condition one can imagine writing for a U(N) gauge theory
on a circle9 only requires the fields to return to themselves up to a gauge transformation
U(τ, σ),
Aµ(τ, σ + 2π) = U(τ, σ)Aµ(τ, σ)U(τ, σ)
−1 − iU(τ, σ)∂µU(τ, σ)−1,
X i(τ, σ + 2π) = U(τ, σ)X i(τ, σ)U(τ, σ)−1.
(6.1)
9 This is easily extended to a general topology in an arbitrary dimension following [47]. However, though
ref. [47] claims that homogeneity of the space restricts the boundary conditions to be independent of
position, we do not assume that here. In any case, we will shortly show that our boundary conditions can
be taken to be constant. Ref. [47] also allows for the matter fields to change by a constant phase after
going around a nontrivial cycle; however, except for a sign this is incompatible with hermiticity of an
adjoint field, and the sign is generically not compatible with the symmetries of the action. Of course, we
could, more generally, consider e.g. Xa
′′
(σ + 2π) = Oa′′b′′UXb′′(σ)U−1 with O a constant SO(4) matrix.
Such boundary conditions appear in twisted sectors of pp wave orbifolds .
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Of course, a (not necessarily periodic) gauge transformation Ω need not preserve these
boundary conditions. The boundary conditions of the fields
A′µ = ΩAµΩ
−1 − iΩ∂µΩ−1,
X ′i = ΩX iΩ−1,
(6.2)
are of the form (6.1), but with U replaced by U ′ where
U ′(τ, σ) = Ω(τ, σ + 2π)U(τ, σ)Ω(τ, σ)−1. (6.3)
Thus, the field redefinition (6.2) preserves the action, and changes the boundary conditions
according to eq. (6.3).
Also, eq. (6.3) tells us that the unbroken gauge symmetries (i.e., gauge transformations
which are periodic), for a given boundary condition U(τ, σ), consist of those Ω(τ, σ) which
commute with U . This follows since a gauge symmetry is necessarily single-valued.
Now, following [47], suppose the vacuum is such that Fµν = 0. Then, there is a unitary
matrix V (τ, σ) (not necessarily periodic) such that
〈Aµ〉 = −iV −1∂µV. (6.4)
Here, 〈Aµ〉 simply means the background, or vacuum, value for Aµ. For a gauge field of the
form (6.4), the boundary condition (6.1) is equivalent to
∂µ
[
V (τ, σ + 2π)U(τ, σ)V (τ, σ)−1
]
= 0. (6.5)
Under the field redefinition (6.2) with Ω = V ,〈
A′µ
〉
= 0,
U ′ = V (τ, σ + 2π)U(τ, σ)V (τ, σ)−1.
(6.6)
Observe that, because of eq. (6.5), U ′ is constant . Moreover, both the vanishing gauge field
and the constant boundary conditions are clearly preserved by constant (or global) “gauge”
transformations.
To summarize, it follows that, without loss of generality, one can take 〈Aµ〉 = 0 and
boundary conditions
Aµ(τ, σ + 2π) = UAµ(τ, σ)U
−1, X i(τ, σ + 2π) = UX i(τ, σ)U−1, (6.7)
where U is a constant matrix in the gauge group. Moreover, for any constant Ω in the
gauge group, U and ΩUΩ−1 are equivalent. Thus, the set of boundary conditions consist
of conjugacy classes of the gauge group. For U(N), this is the maximal torus U(1)N/SN ,
where SN is the group of permutations on the N eigenvalues of the unitary matrix.
Thus, without loss of generality, we can take 〈Aµ〉 = 0 and boundary conditions
U =

e
iθ1
eiθ2
. . .

 (6.8)
where the θi’s are constant and ordered. Note that this explicit form fixes the gauge.
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Conversely, suppose we have 〈Aµ〉 = 0 and a boundary condition given by a constant U ,
possibly—though this is not necessary for the following result—of the form (6.8). Under the
field-redefinition (6.2), with unitary Ω = e
σ
2pi
lnU−1 , the theory is equivalently described by
〈A′σ〉 = −
i
2π
lnU−1,
U ′ = l1.
(6.9)
Therefore, a nontrivial boundary condition but vanishing gauge field is equivalent to a
nontrivial (constant) Wilson line along the circle, and periodic boundary conditions. In
particular, this shows that, in the path integral, fixing the boundary conditions and summing
over Wilson lines is equivalent to fixing 〈Aµ〉 = 0 and summing over boundary conditions.10
This point has been previously emphasized by [48, 49, 50].
For example, consider strongly coupled d=2, N=(8, 8) super Yang-Mills theory—that
is, flat-space matrix string theory. We start with the fact that for the strongly-coupled
two-dimensional super Yang-Mills, the gauge field kinetic term is irrelevant [51] and, at each
point, the matter fields live in a Cartan subalgebra, [X i, Xj] = 0 [38, 51]. Because the
gauge field kinetic term is an irrelevant operator, the gauge field equation of motion—or
equivalently, the constraint equation for having gone to 〈Aµ〉 = 0 gauge—is[
X i, DµX
i
]
= 0. (6.10)
This is just the vanishing of the charge current [38].
Since this equation involves a sum over i, we cannot immediately conclude that the
Cartan subalgebra does not rotate. That is, just because the X i commute at every point
does not (immediately) imply that X i ’s at different points commute. However, eq. (6.10)
implies that
0 = Tr
[
X i, DµX
i
] [
Xj , DµX
j
]
,
= Tr
[
DµX
j, X i
] [
DµX
i, Xj
]
+ Tr
[
X i, Xj
] [
DµX
i, DµX
j
]
,
= Tr
[
X i, DµX
j
]2
.
(6.11)
There need not be a sum over µ here. In the first step the Jacobi identity with cyclicity of
the trace was used; since, at each (τ, σ), the X i live in a Cartan subalgebra, the second term
vanishes. This also implies that [DµX
i, Xj] = Dµ [X
i, Xj]− [X i, DµXj] = − [X i, DµXj],
which was used in the second step. Since the result is (minus) a sum of squares, each term
in the sum must separately vanish, and since U(N) is compact we can conclude that[
X i, DµX
j
]
= 0. (6.12)
Let us now take, without loss of generality as shown in the discussion which led to
eq. (6.6), 〈Aµ〉 = 0 and a constant boundary condition U of the form (6.8). Although the
X i can be diagonalized, it is not generically true that the boundary condition U and the
fields X i can be simultaneously diagonalized. What we do know is that there is a gauge
in which 〈Aµ〉 = 0, and for which the boundary conditions are constant. We also know
10 This also explains the empirical observation of [40] that (flat space) IIA thermodynamics is reproduced
by matrix string theory under the prescription that boundary conditions are summed with unit weight.
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that the degrees of freedom in the X i are constrained to a Cartan subalgebra [38, 51], and
by eq. (6.12), this Cartan subalgebra does not rotate. If this Cartan subalgebra can be
simultaneously diagonalized with the boundary condition U , then this is the sector of short
strings. In particular, the U(1)N commutes with the Cartan subalgebra, and so the maximal
torus of boundary conditions is invisible. Otherwise, consistency demands that the matrix U
permutes the elements of the Cartan subalgebra; this leads to the sectors of long strings. So,
for flat-space matrix string theory, we reproduce the result that there are N ! (the number
of elements of SN) sectors of boundary conditions, each of which contains, in principle, a
maximal torus of boundary conditions, but this U(1)N acts trivially on the restricted fields,
and so can be neglected.
It is useful to see all this explicitly for the case N = 2. The usual description is to take
the fields X i to be diagonal and a vanishing Wilson line. Let us denote any one of these
fields by Φ. Then
Φ =
(
φ1
φ2
)
(6.13)
For the trivial boundary condition, the fields φ1 and φ2 are periodic, while for the twisted
boundary condition one has
φ1(τ, σ + 2π) = φ2(τ, σ) φ2(τ, σ + 2π) = φ1(τ, σ) (6.14)
This means
Φ(τ, σ + 2π) = UΦ(τ, σ)U † (6.15)
where
U =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(6.16)
By a global gauge rotation one may bring the field Φ to the form
Φ =
1
2
(
φ1 + φ2 φ2 − φ1
φ2 − φ1 φ1 + φ2
)
(6.17)
As argued above, the general form of the matrix which implements boundary conditions is
now given by
U ′ =
(
eiθ1
eiθ2
)
(6.18)
which means that φ1+φ2 is periodic while φ2−φ1 acquires a phase ei(θ1− θ2). However since
both the fields φ1, φ2 are real the only nontrivial value of θ1− θ2 which is allowed is π. This
gives the twisted boundary condition above.
It is clear, however, that acting on a general 2×2 hermitian matrix the boundary condition
U ′ in (6.18) puts in arbitrary phases in the off-diagonal elements.
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B. The Bosonic Spectrum in the Irreducible Vacuum
For now we will ignore the fermions. Starting with the matrix string action (4.10), and
completing a square gives (a = 1, 2, 3, a′′ = 4, 5, 6, 7)
S =
∫
dτdσTr
{
1
2
(
gsFτσ − M
3
X8
)2
+
1
2
(DτX
i)2 − 1
2
(DσX
i)2 − 1
2
(M
6
)2
(Xa
′′
)2
−1
2
(M
3
)2
(X8)2 − 1
2g2s
(
Mgs
3
Xa +
i
2
ǫabc
[
Xb, Xc
])2
+
1
2g2s
[
Xa, Xa
′′]2
+
1
2g2s
[
Xa, X8
]2
+
1
2g2s
[
Xa
′′
, X8
]2
+
1
4g2s
[
Xa
′′
, Xb
′′]2}
. (6.19)
One might expect to be able to set the first term to zero, by treating Fτσ as an auxiliary
field.[14] However, as in Sec. VB1, we will be more careful. In particular, we need to take
account of the gauge field in the covariant derivatives. This would not be an issue (or at
least not a serious issue) were M = 0, as then the equation of motion would (essentially)
set Aµ = 0. However, here as the na¨ıve equation of motion sets Fτσ =
M
3
X8, and therefore
turns on the gauge field, we will immediately have an interaction between the gauge field
and X i in the X i kinetic term.
It is convenient to decompose the fields into a sum over a basis of U(N) matrices. For
now, we will only treat the irreducible vacuum—that is, the vacuum (5.23) for which Ja
generate an irreducible representation of su(2). So, let us write
Xa
′′
(τ, σ) =
N−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
Xa
′′
ℓ,m(τ, σ)Yℓm, X
8(τ, σ) =
N−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
X8ℓ,m(τ, σ)Yℓm, (6.20a)
Aµ(τ, σ) =
∑
ℓ,m
Aµℓ,m(τ, σ)Yℓ,m, X
a =
Mgs
3
Ja +
N−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ+1∑
j=|ℓ−1|
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
XjℓmY
a
jℓm,
(6.20b)
Xa
′′
ℓ,−m = (−1)mXa
′′∗
ℓ,m , X
8
ℓ,−m = (−1)mX8∗ℓ,m, Aℓ,−m = (−1)mA∗µℓm,
Xj,ℓ,−m = (−1)m+(j−ℓ)X∗jℓm.
(6.20c)
Here we have used the scalar and vector spherical harmonics; see Appendix A2. Plugging
eq. (6.20) into eq. (6.19) gives, to quadratic order,
S =
∫
d2σ
N
2
∑
ℓ,m
{∣∣∣∣gsA˙σℓm − gsA′τℓm − M3 X8ℓm
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣X˙ℓℓm − iMgs3
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Aτℓm
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣X˙ℓ−1,ℓm∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣X˙ℓ+1,ℓm∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣X˙a′′ℓm∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣X˙8ℓm∣∣∣2 −
∣∣∣∣X ′ℓℓm − iMgs3
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Aσℓm
∣∣∣∣
2
− ∣∣X ′ℓ−1,ℓm∣∣2 − ∣∣X ′ℓ+1,ℓm∣∣2 − ∣∣∣X ′a′′ℓm∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣X ′8ℓm∣∣∣2 − (M3 )2(ℓ+ 1)2 |Xℓ+1,ℓ,m|2
−(M
3
)2
ℓ2 |Xℓ−1,ℓ,m|2 −
(M
3
)2
(ℓ2 + ℓ+
1
4
)
∣∣∣Xa′′ℓm∣∣∣2 − (M3 )2(ℓ2 + ℓ+ 1)
∣∣X8ℓm∣∣2
}
, (6.21)
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where the overdot (prime) denotes a τ (σ) derivative.
Clearly, the fields Xℓ−1,ℓ,m, Xa
′′
ℓm and Xℓ+1,ℓ,m have respective masses
M
3
ℓ, M
3
(ℓ + 1
2
), and
M
3
(ℓ + 1). To diagonalize the action for the remaining fields X8ℓm, Xℓℓm and Aµℓm, the first
step is to introduce auxiliary (scalar) fields φℓm = (−1)mφ∗ℓm, as was done in Sec. VB1
S =
N
2
∑
ℓm
∫
d2σ
{∣∣∣∣gsA˙σℓm − gsA′τℓm − M3 X8ℓm
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣X˙ℓℓm − iMgs3
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Aτℓm
∣∣∣∣
2
−
∣∣∣∣X ′ℓℓm − iMgs3
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Aσℓm
∣∣∣∣
2
−
∣∣∣∣wℓφℓm + gsA˙σℓm − gsA′τℓm − M3 X8ℓm
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣X˙8ℓm∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣X ′8ℓm∣∣∣2 − (M3 )2(ℓ2 + ℓ+ 1)
∣∣X8ℓm∣∣2 + L(Xa′′, Xℓ±1,ℓ,m)
}
, (6.22)
where L(Xa′′, Xℓ±1,ℓ,m) is the Lagrangian density for those massive fields—we will drop this
in the following—and wℓ is an arbitrary normalization. Obviously, integrating φℓm out of
the action (6.22) gives back the action (6.21). However, after integrating by parts, the
action (6.22) is independent of any derivatives of the gauge field.
In fact, Aµ00 only appears linearly in the action; thus integrating out Aµ00 produces the
constraints ∂µφ00 = 0. The normalizations wℓ are arbitrary. However it is convenient to
choose w0 =
M
3
. Then the action for the ℓ = 0 fields becomes
Sℓ=0 =
N
2
∫
d2σ
{(
X˙800
)2
−
(
X ′800
)2
− (M
3
)2 (
X800 − φ00
)2}
. (6.23)
Since φ00 is an arbitrary constant, this shows that, at ℓ = 0, there is a single degree of
freedom with mass M
3
. Nevertheless, as was also seen in Sec. V, the constant mode of X800
is arbitrary. Note that the counting of degrees of freedom at ℓ = 0 is correct; there is no
Xℓℓm for ℓ = 0, so the only fields considered here are the gauge field, which contributes
no degrees of freedom in two dimensions, and X800 which has one degree of freedom. Also,
the specific choice of w0 is not essential. For some arbitrary w0 the dynamical combination
which appears in the action is (w0φ00 − M3 X800) and the spectrum is of course unchanged.
For ℓ 6= 0, we can still integrate out the gauge field. Now the convenient choice is
wℓ =
M
3
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1). After an integration by parts, the resulting action is
Sℓ 6=0 =
N
2
∫
d2σ
{∣∣∣X˙8ℓm∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣X ′8ℓm∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣φ˙ℓm∣∣∣2 − |φ′ℓm|2
−(M
3
)2
(ℓ2 + ℓ+ 1)
∣∣X8ℓm∣∣2 − (M3
)2
ℓ(ℓ+ 1) |φℓm|2 + 2
(M
3
)2√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)ReX8∗ℓmφℓm
}
.
(6.24)
Diagonalizing the mass matrix in this action (6.24) gives masses M
3
ℓ and M
3
(ℓ+ 1), which is
precisely the spectrum of Xℓ±1,ℓ,m! Once again one could have chosen any other wℓ.
Counting, for each ℓ we have 4(ℓ+ 1) bosons of mass-squared
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ+ 1)2; 4ℓ bosons of
mass-squared
(
M
3
)2
ℓ2; and (from Xa
′′
) 4(2ℓ+1) bosons of mass-squared
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ+ 1
2
)2. This
is summarized in table I.
This result for the spectrum is not surprising, as we expected X8 and Xa to be in the
same supermultiplet, and to therefore have related masses. What is more surprising is that
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origin degeneracy mass2 range
Xa,X8, Aµ
4(ℓ+ 1)
4ℓ
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ+ 1)2(
M
3
)2
ℓ2
0 ≤ ℓ ≤ N − 1
1 ≤ ℓ ≤ N − 1
Xa
′′
4(2ℓ+ 1)
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ+ 12 )
2 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ N − 1
TABLE I: The bosonic spectrum for the irreducible vacuum.
there is, nevertheless a splitting within this supermultiplet. Since the linearly realized (4,4)
worldsheet supersymmetries commute with the Hamiltonian, one might have expected the
spectrum to be degenerate. In Sec. VA, we examined the superalgebra and observed that the
angular momentum generators appear in the square of the supercharge in such a way as to
account for this splitting. This is similar to the M-theory BPS analysis of [5, 6]. (In the case
of the M-theory Matrix quantum mechanics, Xℓ±1,ℓm had an identical split spectrum, but
the supercharges did not commute with the Hamiltonian in precisely a way that produced
the splitting.)
Observe that the field Xℓℓm is not dynamical and can be removed by a gauge transfor-
mation. That is, to linearized order, Xℓℓm does not appear in the action (6.24) because, to
this order, Xℓℓm is a pure gauge mode. A gauge transformation is generated by the scalar
Λ =
∑
ℓm ΛℓmYℓm. Under a gauge transformation, X
i → X i + i [Λ, X i]. Because, to zeroth
order, Xa = Mgs
3
Ja,
Xℓℓm → Xℓℓm − iMgs
3
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Λℓm +O
(
(Mgs)
0
)
, (6.25)
So, to leading order in perturbation theory11 in 1
Mgs
, we see that by setting
Λℓm =
i(
Mgs
3
)√
ℓ(ℓ+1)
(
X
(desired)
ℓℓm −X(old)ℓℓm
)
, we can set Xℓℓm to any convenient value. Recall
that Xℓℓm exist only for ℓ ≥ 1; thus this gauge choice does not fix the U(1) degree of freedom.
Otherwise, this fixes Λ and so there are no residual gauge transformations other than the
U(1). The discussion above would have been simplified very slightly by taking Xℓℓm = 0,
but the more general presentation is instructive.
For example, we could alternatively choose a gauge such that X3 = J3 + (fluctuations)
is diagonal. This is achieved by first choosing to use standard su(2) representations, so that
J3 is diagonal, and then only allowing the diagonal elements of X3 to fluctuate. In other
words, we demand that ∑
j,ℓ,m
XjℓmY
3
jℓm = diagonal. (6.26)
Using the explicit form for the vector spherical harmonics in terms of scalar spherical har-
monics, eq. (A.33), this is
∑
ℓ,m
[√
(ℓ+ 1)2 −m2
(ℓ+ 1)(2ℓ+ 1)
Xℓ+1,ℓ,m +
m√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
Xℓℓm −
√
ℓ2 −m2
ℓ(2ℓ+ 1)
Xℓ−1,ℓ,m
]
Yℓm = diagonal.
(6.27)
11 The subleading term is bilinear in Λ and Xjlm, with coefficients extracted from eq. (A.41).
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Since the Yℓm’s are linearly independent, and diagonal precisely for m = 0, this is solved by
setting
Xℓℓm =
1
m
√
(ℓ+ 1)(ℓ2 −m2)
2ℓ+ 1
Xℓ−1,ℓ,m − 1
m
√
ℓ[(ℓ+ 1)2 −m2]
2ℓ+ 1
Xℓ+1,ℓ,m, m 6= 0. (6.28)
The gauge freedom (6.25) allows this, and further allows us to set the otherwise uncon-
strained
Xℓℓ0 = 0. (6.29)
The overall U(1) is fixed via Aτ00 = 0.
C. The Fermionic Spectrum in the Irreducible Vacuum
Now let us look at the fermions. Heretofore, we have implicitly worked in a Majorana
basis so that Ψ = Ψ∗ and the Γ-matrices were real and symmetric. It is now convenient
to abandon this basis in favour of one in which the 3 + 4 + 1 = {a, a′′, 8} splitting of the
Γ-matrices is more transparent. In terms of the Pauli matrices σa and the 4-dimensional
γ-matrices, we write
Γa = σa ⊗ l1⊗ σ3, Γa′′ = l1⊗ γ(a′′−3) ⊗ σ1, Γ8 = l1⊗ γ5 ⊗ σ1, Γ9 = − l1⊗ l1⊗ σ2. (6.30)
Here γ5 = γ1234 and so indeed Γ9 = Γ12345678. In this basis, the charge conjugation matrix
C is
C = σ2 ⊗ C ⊗ σ1 (6.31)
where we have also called the 4-dimensional charge conjugation matrix C. As
Γ123 = i l1⊗ l1⊗ σ3, Γ89 = −i l1⊗ γ5 ⊗ σ3, (6.32)
the Weyl representation for the 4-dimensional γ-matrices is convenient. In particular, we
will use a representation in which γ5 = diag(−1, 1,−1, 1).
We now expand Ψ using the spinor spherical harmonics (see Appendix A) as
Ψ =
∑
ℓ,m
8∑
I=1
2∑
Λ=1
[
ψIΛ
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
Sℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m ⊗ bI ⊗ bΛ + ψIΛℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
Sℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m ⊗ bI ⊗ bΛ
]
, (6.33a)
(−1)mCIJσ1ΛΣψJΣ∗ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,−m = ψ
IΛ
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
, (−1)m+1CIJσ1ΛΣψJΣ∗ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,−m = ψ
IΛ
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
. (6.33b)
Here bI and bΛ are (commutative) orthonormal basis spinors in their respective subspaces,
namely bJI = δ
J
I and b
Σ
Λ = δ
Σ
Λ . The reality condition on the (Grassmann) coefficients is the
Majorana condition Ψ = CΨ∗, where the complex conjugation includes Hermitian conjuga-
tion of the U(N) matrix.
The fermionic quadratic action is now reasonably simple,
S = N
∑
ℓ,m,I,Λ
[
iψIΛ∗
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
ψ˙IΛ
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
+ iψIΛ∗
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
ψ˙IΛ
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
+ iψIΛ∗
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
σ2ΛΣψ
′IΣ
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
+iψIΛ∗
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
σ2ΛΣψ
′IΣ
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
− M
4
(−1)Λ[1 + 1
3
(−1)I ]ψIΛ∗
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
ψIΛ
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
−M
4
(−1)Λ[1 + 1
3
(−1)I ]ψIΛ∗
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
ψIΛ
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
− M
3
(−1)ΛℓψIΛ∗
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
ψIΛ
ℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m
+
M
3
(−1)Λ(ℓ+ 1)ψIΛ∗
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
ψIΛ
ℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m
]
. (6.34)
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origin degeneracy mass2 range
l1+Γ12389
2 Ψ
8(ℓ+ 1)
8ℓ
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ+ 1)2(
M
3
)2
ℓ2
0 ≤ ℓ ≤ N − 1
1 ≤ ℓ ≤ N − 1
l1−Γ12389
2 Ψ 8(2ℓ + 1)
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ+ 12)
2 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ N − 1
TABLE II: The fermionic spectrum for the irreducible vacuum. The degeneracy of the fermions is
twice that of the bosons, because we include the number of components of the fermions.
It is easy to read off the mass-squareds of the fermions, namely
j = ℓ+
1
2
, I even :
(M
3
)2
(ℓ+ 1)2,
j = ℓ± 1
2
, I odd :
(M
3
)2
(ℓ+
1
2
)2,
j = ℓ− 1
2
, I even :
(M
3
)2
ℓ2.
(6.35)
This is precisely the spectrum of the bosons. In particular, for each ℓ, there are 8(2ℓ+1)
fermions of mass-squared
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ + 1
2
)2; 8ℓ fermions of mass-squared
(
M
3
)2
ℓ2; and 8(ℓ + 1)
fermions of mass-squared
(
M
3
)2
(ℓ+1)2. This is precisely (double) the spectrum of the bosons!
Also, recall that whether I is even or odd is correlated with the γ5-chirality. Furthermore,
Γ12389 = l1⊗ γ5 ⊗ l1. (6.36)
Therefore, we see that all fermions of negative Γ12389 chirality have the same mass as Xa
′′
,
and that all fermions of positive Γ12389 have a mass splitting, but with masses identical to
those of the remaining bosons. This has been tabulated in table II.
D. Reducible Vacua
For the simplest reducible vacua,
Xa = Xa0 =

J
a
N1
0
JaN2
0
. . .

 , (6.37)
with all other fields vanishing, the fluctuations are again written in terms of spherical har-
monics. Explicitly, for example,
Xa = Xa0 +


∑
X
(1,1)
jℓm Y
(1,1)a
jℓm
∑
X
(1,2)
jℓm Y
(1,2)a
jℓm . . .∑
X
(1,2)∗
jℓm Y
(1,2)a†
jℓm
∑
X
(2,2)
jℓm Y
(2,2)a
jℓm . . .
...
. . .

 . (6.38)
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For notational purposes, we write
X i =

X
(1,1)i X(1,2)i . . .
X(2,1)i X(2,2)i . . .
...
. . .

 , X(x,y)i† = X(y,x)i,
Aµ =

A
(1,1)
µ A
(1,2)
µ . . .
A
(2,1)
µ A
(2,2)
µ . . .
...
. . .

 , A(x,y)†µ = A(y,x)µ ,
(6.39)
where x, y run over the blocks which have dimension Nx, Ny,
∑
xNx = N . Then,
X(x,y)a
′′
=
Nx+Ny
2
−1∑
j=
|Nx−Ny |
2
j∑
m=−j
X
(x,y)a′′
jm Y
(Nx,Ny)
jm , X
(x,y)a′′∗
jm = (−1)m−
Nx−Ny
2 X
(y,x)a′′
j,−m , (6.40a)
X(x,y)8 =
Nx+Ny
2
−1∑
j=
|Nx−Ny |
2
j∑
m=−j
X
(x,y)8
jm Y
(Nx,Ny)
jm , X
(x,y)8∗
jm = (−1)m−
Nx−Ny
2 X
(y,x)8
j,−m , (6.40b)
A(x,y)µ =
Nx+Ny
2
−1∑
j=
|Nx−Ny |
2
j∑
m=−j
A
(x,y)
µjm Y
(Nx,Ny)
jm , A
(x,y)∗
µjm = (−1)m−
Nx−Ny
2 A
(y,x)
µj,−m, (6.40c)
X(x,y)a =
Mgs
3
δxyJ
a
Nx +
Nx+Ny
2
−1∑
ℓ=
|Nx−Ny |
2
ℓ+1∑
j=ℓ−1
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
X
(x,y)
jℓm Y
(Nx,Ny)a
jℓm ,
X
(x,y)∗
jℓm = (−1)ℓ+m+1−j−
Nx−Ny
2 X
(y,x)
j,ℓ,−m. (6.40d)
Because the properties [eqs. (A.26)–(A.29), (A.34)–(A.38) and (A.44)–(A.47)] of the
spherical harmonics are essentially independent of the dimension—or even squareness—of
the blocks, we can immediately copy the results of the spectrum of the irreducible vacuum,
and apply it to the reducible vacua, albeit for a different range of ℓs. That is, the spectrum
is:
Xa,X8 : mass2 =
(M
3
)2
j2, degeneracy 4j, with
|Nx −Ny|
2
≤ j ≤ Nx +Ny
2
− 1.
Xa,X8 : mass2 =
(M
3
)2
(j + 1)2, degeneracy 4(j + 1), with
|Nx −Ny|
2
≤ j ≤ Nx +Ny
2
− 1.
Xa
′′
: mass2 =
(M
3
)2
(j +
1
2
)2, degeneracy 4(2j + 1), with
|Nx −Ny|
2
≤ j ≤ Nx +Ny
2
− 1.
(6.41)
with an identical spectrum for the fermions.
However, an analysis in Sec. VA showed that more general supersymmetric vacua exist
with constant X8 subject to the condition[
Xa, X8
]
= 0. (6.42)
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For the irreducible vacuum, this requires that X8 be proportional to the identity; the con-
stant is then effectively just a θ-angle for the U(1) part of the gauge group. However, for a
reducible vacuum consisting of r > 1 irreducible representations, the story is more compli-
cated. By eq. (6.42), X8 and X3 are simultaneously diagonalizable; thus, by Schur’s lemma,
X8 consists (up to a similarity transformation) of r blocks, each proportional to the identity
matrix. Thus, eq. (6.40b) is generalized to
X(x,y)8 = X
(x)8
0 δxy l1Nx +
∑
j,m
X
(x,y)8
jm Y
(Nx,Ny)
jm , (6.43)
where X
(x)8
0 is real.
In Sec. VA we explained that these solutions arise from time-dependent, 1/2 supersym-
metric solutions of the 11-dimensional matrix quantum mechanics (4.1). There are similarly
other solutions that correspond to rotating fuzzy spheres, and are 1/2 supersymmetric in
both the matrix quantum mechanics and the matrix string theory. (For example, in matrix
string theory, a rotation in the X6-X7 plane preserves the 4 supersymmetries preserved by
Γ12389ǫ = ǫ = Γ12367ǫ. This lifts to a Matrix Theory solution that preserves the 8 supersym-
metries preserved by Γ12367ǫ = ǫ.) However, we do not discuss these further.
Rather than work with the action, let us work directly with the equations of motion.12
The exact equations of motion which follow from the action (6.19) are
gsD
ν
(
gsFµν − M
3
ǫµνX
8
)
+ i
[
X i, DµX
i
]
= 0, (6.44a)
−D2Xa + M
3
(
M
3
Xa +
i
2gs
ǫabc
[
Xb, Xc
])
+
i
gs
ǫabc
[
Xb,
(
M
3
Xc +
i
2gs
ǫcde
[
Xd, Xe
])]
+
1
g2s
[
Xa
′′
,
[
Xa
′′
, Xa
]]
+
1
g2s
[
X8,
[
X8, Xa
]]
= 0,
(6.44b)
−D2Xa′′ + (M
6
)2
Xa
′′
+
1
g2s
[
Xa,
[
Xa, Xa
′′
]]
+
1
g2s
[
X8,
[
X8, Xa
′′
]]
+
1
g2s
[
Xb
′′
,
[
Xb
′′
, Xa
′′
]]
= 0,
(6.44c)
−D2X8 + M
3
gsFτσ +
1
g2s
[
Xa,
[
Xa, X8
]]
+
1
g2s
[
Xa
′′
,
[
Xa
′′
, X8
]]
= 0. (6.44d)
We note that the mass term for X8 was replaced by Fτσ. Moreover, the equation
of motion for the gauge field, (6.44a), only requires (assuming the current vanishes)
gsFτσ − M3 X8 = constant; this is why we can set X8 to a constant matrix and Fτσ = 0
while still obeying the equations of motion, though taking the interaction terms into account
shows that X8 should commute with Xa, in agreement with the supersymmetry conditions.
12 It is possible to obtain the spectrum using the same auxiliary fields as in Sec. VIB, but the algebra is
more complicated.
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Plugging the expansion (6.40) into the equations of motion, and linearizing, gives
0 = gs∂µǫ
νρ∂νA
(x,y)
ρjm −
[(M
3
)2
gsj(j + 1) +
1
gs
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
]
ǫµ
νA
(x,y)
νjm +
M
3
∂µX
(x,y)8
jm
− iM
3
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )A(x,y)µjm −
i
gs
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )ǫµν∂νX(x,y)8jm − i
M
3
√
j(j + 1)ǫµ
ν∂νX
(x,y)
jjm ,
(6.45a)
0 =
[
−∂2 + 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
]
X
(x,y)
jjm + i
Mgs
3
√
j(j + 1)∂µA
(x,y)
µjm
− M
3
1
gs
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )
√
j(j + 1)X
(x,y)8
jm ,
(6.45b)
0 =
[
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
j(j + 1)
]
X
(x,y)8
jm + i(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )∂µA(x,y)µjm −
Mgs
3
ǫµν∂µA
(x,y)
νjm
− M
3
1
gs
√
j(j + 1)(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )X(x,y)jjm ,
(6.45c)
0 =
[
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
(j + 1)2 +
1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
]
X
(x,y)
j+1,j,m, (6.45d)
0 =
[
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
j2 +
1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
]
X
(x,y)
j−1,j,m, (6.45e)
0 =
[
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
(j +
1
2
)2 +
1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
]
X
(x,y)a′′
jm . (6.45f)
The last three equations show that the effect of adding a constant to X8 is to shift the
spectrum by 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2. In particular, since the shift is by a difference of X80 ’s, the
spectrum for the irreducible vacuum—and also the fluctuations in blocks on the diagonal—is
unaffected.
Let us confirm this result by examining the remainder of the spectrum from the gauge
field and X8. For now let us choose the gauge X
(x,y)
jjm = 0; as in Sec. VIB, the precise value
of X
(x,y)
jjm eventually drops out anyway. Then eq. (6.45b) becomes the constraint equation
∂µA
(x,y)
µjm = −
i
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )X(x,y)8jm , j 6= 0, (6.46)
which generalizes the Lorentz gauge condition.13 Next take the divergence of the gauge field
equation of motion (6.45a). Using the constraint (6.46) we find
gsǫ
µν∂µA
(x,y)
νjm = −
M
3
−∂2 + 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
j(j + 1) + 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
X
(x,y)8
jm . (6.47)
Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) completely determine the gauge field in terms of X8.
13 Thus, fixing a gauge fixes a gauge!
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Inserting eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) into the X8 equation of motion (6.45c) gives
[
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
j2 + 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
] [
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
(j + 1)2 + 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
]
[
−∂2 + (M
3
)2
j(j + 1)2 + 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2
] X(x,y)8jm
= 0, (6.48)
from which we read off the same mass spectrum as X
(x,y)
j±1,j,m. In particular, the two higher
derivatives in the numerator of eq. (6.48) imply that there is one extra degree of freedom in
X8. As we started with a two-dimensional gauge field, X8 and one-third of Xa (the last is
Xℓℓm) for two bosonic degrees of freedom, this is precisely correct.
This derivation is, strictly, only true for j 6= 0; for j = 0, Y a000 = 0 and so its coefficient
in eq. (6.44b)—namely eq. (6.45b)—need not vanish. This is not an issue unless Nx = Ny.
Moreover, in that case we can still fix eq. (6.46) as our gauge choice; then the first factor
of eq. (6.48) cancels the denominator and we find a single massive mode. Alternatively,
we can choose the gauge A
(x,y)
τ00 = 0; an analysis of the equations of motion again yields a
single massive mode, with mass-squared
(
M
3
)2
+ 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2, as given by eq. (6.48),
although in this case, it is convenient to assign this mass to A
(x,y)
σ00 . It is somewhat surprising
that, although X
(x)8
0 can have arbitrary values, there are no massless modes associated with
them; instead the would-be massless mode has been eaten by the now-massive gauge field.
In fact, as we discussed in Sec. VB1, the massless modes required by Goldstone’s theorem
are gauge-variant and so do not appear in the physical spectrum [39].
We should also note that the shift in the spectrum implies that X
(x)8
0 are not periodic.
Indeed, although we have occasionally referred to them as θ-angles, X
(x)8
0 are not periodic
because there are no fundamental charges in the theory [52]. In fact, we have already
commented that X
(x)8
0 is simply the location of the x
th fuzzy sphere, in the X8-direction,
which is noncompact.
Incidentally, there is a sense in which X8 can be compactified, with arbitrary radius. In
the full M-theory solution (2.3), this corresponds to an additional compactification along
the Killing vector
−µ
3
xˆ8 cos
µ
3
xˆ+
∂
∂xˆ−
+ sin
µ
3
xˆ+
∂
∂xˆ8
− cos µ
3
xˆ+
∂
∂xˆ9
. (6.49)
In the matrix string theory, this corresponds to allowing for a time-dependent identification
of X8, X8 ∼ X8 + 2πR8 sin M3 τ . For example, formally, the configuration
gsAσ = −wR8 σ cosM
3
τ,
X8 = wR8 σ sin
M
3
τ,
w ∈ Z, (6.50)
is a solution to the matrix string theory equations of motion. However, an analysis follow-
ing [9] shows that such a compactification of X8 breaks all the linearly realized supersym-
metries of the matrix string theory.
The fermions are decomposed in blocks of spinor spherical harmonics. The analysis is
then virtually identical to both that for the irreducible vacuum and that for the reducible
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origin degeneracy mass2 range
Xa,X8, Aµ
4(j + 1)
4j
(
M
3
)2
(j + 1)2 + 1
g2s
(
X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80
)2(
M
3
)2
j2 + 1g2s
(
X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80
)2 |Nx−Ny |2 ≤ j ≤ Nx+Ny2 − 1|Nx−Ny |
2 ≤ j ≤ Nx+Ny2 − 1
Xa
′′
4(2j + 1)
(
M
3
)2
(j + 12)
2 + 1
g2s
(
X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80
)2 |Nx−Ny |
2 ≤ j ≤ Nx+Ny2 − 1
l1+Γ12389
2 Ψ
8(j + 1)
8j
(
M
3
)2
(j + 1)2 + 1
g2s
(
X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80
)2(
M
3
)2
j2 + 1
g2s
(
X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80
)2 |Nx−Ny |2 ≤ j ≤ Nx+Ny2 − 1|Nx−Ny |
2 ≤ j ≤ Nx+Ny2 − 1
l1−Γ12389
2 Ψ 8(2j + 1)
(
M
3
)2
(j + 12)
2 + 1
g2s
(
X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80
)2 |Nx−Ny |
2 ≤ j ≤ Nx+Ny2 − 1
TABLE III: The spectrum for the general vacuum. The indices x, y run over all irreducible rep-
resentations in the vacuum. The degeneracy of the fermions is twice that for the bosons, because
we count the components of the fermions. The number of degrees of freedom is the same between
bosons and fermions.
bosons; the additional contribution to the spectrum from having non-zero X
(x)8
0 comes from
the term
1
gs
ΨTΓ8
[
X8,Ψ
]
=
∑
x,y
√
NxNy
∑
jℓm
∑
I,Λ,Σ
(−1)I 1
gs
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )ψ(x,y)IΛ∗jℓm (σ1)ΛΣψ(x,y)IΣjℓm .
(6.51)
The σ1ΛΣ in eq. (6.51) anticommutes with the σ
3
ΛΣ = (−1)Λ+1δΛΣ in eq. (6.34) and so we see
that, compared to eq. (6.35), the fermion spectrum is also shifted by 1
g2s
(X
(x)8
0 −X(y)80 )2. The
spectrum has been summarized in Table III.
E. Twisted Strings
We have now discussed the nontrivial (reducible) vacua. As we reviewed in Sec. VIA, in
flat space, the only relevant degrees of freedom for the matrix string, in the gs → 0 limit,
are those that live in the Cartan subalgebra [10, 11, 12]. By a gauge choice we can take
the degrees of freedom to be the diagonal elements of the matrix; then, the residual gauge
transformations are the elements of the Weyl group SN . Or equivalently, as presented in
Sec. VIA, the boundary condition can be diagonalized, by a constant gauge transformation,
but then the Cartan subalgebra consists of off-diagonal matrices that are permuted by the
diagonal boundary conditions. Thus the boundary conditions are14
X(τ, σ + 2π) = UPX(τ, σ)U
−1
P , Mgs ≪ 1 (6.52)
where P is the element of the Weyl group, and UP is the matrix in the regular representation.
That is, the fields are periodic up to a residual gauge transformation.
However, for the pp wave, we have seen that all matrix elements of the fields are im-
portant, and there is no restriction to the Cartan subalgebra. An expansion around the
vacuum is an expansion about DµX
i = 0 and Fτσ = 0. The vacua are representations of
14 Similar expressions hold for the gauge fields and fermions; we use “X” to denote a generic field here.
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SU(2), and we choose the gauge in which the SU(2) representations are manifestly reduced,
decomposed into the standard irreducible representations such that shortest representations
are top-leftmost. Within a given SU(2) representation, one can further order the represen-
tations with respect to the value of X
(x)8
0 . Since the representations are constant matrices,
DµX
i = 0 implies that [Aµ, X
a] = 0. So, Aµ is pure gauge and an element of ⊕nu(Nn). So,
without loss of generality, we can take 〈Aµ〉 = 0 and the boundary condition is
Aµ(τ, σ + 2π) = UPAµ(τ, σ)U
−1
P ,
X(τ, σ + 2π) = UPX(τ, σ)U
−1
P ,
Mgs ≫ 1, (6.53)
but now, to be consistent with the form of Xa, P is an element of the group
∏
n,xU(Nn,x),
where Nn,x is the number of n-dimensional SU(2) representations in the vacuum, for which
X80 = x. Clearly,
∑
n,x nNn,x = N . We therefore write
P ≡ N⊗
n=1
⊗
x
Pn,x ∈
N∏
n=1
∏
x
U(Nn,x). (6.54)
Turned around, generic boundary conditions permit only the trivial vacua; for example,
the irreducible representation exists only in the sector for which the boundary conditions
are trivial (U a matrix proportional to the identity). Moreover, U can be diagonalized
without destroying the gauge, and so we only need to consider U diagonal, proportional to
the identity in blocks, and constant. Thus, in terms of the blocks, the boundary conditions
are
X(x,y)i(τ, σ + 2π) = ei(φ
(x)−φ(y))X(x,y)i(τ, σ),
A(x,y)µ (τ, σ + 2π) = e
i(φ(x)−φ(y))A(x,y)µ (τ, σ),
Ψ(x,y)(τ, σ + 2π) = ei(φ
(x)−φ(y))Ψ(x,y)i(τ, σ).
(6.55)
There is still further gauge freedom—namely, the unbroken
∏
n,xU(Nn,x) which allows us
to, for example, either set X
(x,y)
jjm to a convenient value or keep X
3 diagonal. Setting X
(x,y)
jjm to
a convenient value requires an infinitesimal gauge transformation of a generic fluctuation, but
rotatingX3 to make it diagonal generically requires a finite gauge transformation. Explicitly,
achieving the gauge for which X3 is diagonal requires setting X(x,y)3 = (diagonal)δx,y. It is
clear that the analog of eq. (6.28) is
X
(x,y)
jjm =
1
m
√
(j + 1)(j2 −m2)
2j + 1
X
(x,y)
j−1,j,m −
1
m
√
j[(j + 1)2 −m2]
2j + 1
X
(x,y)
j+1,j,m, m 6= 0, (6.56)
and—when j takes integer values—we can still further declare
X
(x,y)
jj0 = 0. (6.57)
This uses up all but some U(1) degrees of gauge freedom, but results only in
X(x,y)3 =
{∑
j
[√
j+1
2j+1
X
(x,y)
j+1,j,0 −
√
j
2j+1
X
(x,y)
j−1,j,0
]
Y
(Nx,Ny)
j0 , Nx = Ny mod 2,
0, otherwise.
(6.58)
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Making X3 purely diagonal would require a relation between the fields X
(x,y)
j±1,j,0, which re-
quires the higher order terms in the gauge transformation. Thus the X3-diagonal gauge
is incompatible with 〈Aµ〉 = 0. So although the gauge in which X3 is diagonal appears
to reduce the allowed boundary conditions to
∏
n,x SNn,x , in fact, the full
∏
n,xU(Nn,x) has
simply been moved into Wilson lines.
Moreover, the X3-diagonal gauge is calculationally inconvenient. To achieve it required a
relation between X
(x,y)
j±1,j,0, and these have different masses. Thus, although X
3 is Hermitian,
and so, of course, can be chosen to be diagonal, such a choice does not appear to be com-
patible with diagonalization of the action. At best we can only make each Nx × Ny block
matrix in X3 “diagonal”. Of course, this is just a manifestation that in this gauge the gauge
field is generically nontrivial, and so the linearization of the gauge field was unjustified. In
other words, finding the spectrum in this gauge is hard.
Finally, one might object, with regards to our argument that we only have to consider∏
n,xU(Nn,x) instead of U(N) or SN , that the ordering of vacua was also possible in flat space;
on ordering the eigenvalues from smallest to largest, the residual gauge transformations
appear to be much smaller than SN (in fact, appear to be nontrivial only on a set of
vacua of measure zero!). However, this neglects the fact that the eigenvalues can vary
continuously with σ. Therefore, although one might order the eigenvalues at σ = 0, by
σ = 2π they need not be ordered; the transformation UP ∈ SN is then necessary to reorder
them, and conversely, for any element of UP ∈ SN , one can always arrange for UP to be
the necessary transformation. For the pp wave, however, the vacua are discrete and cannot
vary continuously with σ. This is true even for values of X
(x)8
0 , which, as we discussed in
sections VB1 and VID, define superselection sectors. Thus, our discussion is sensible.
We conclude that the boundary conditions are given by eq. (6.55). Thus the spectrum
of the diagonal blocks strings is unaffected, and the off-diagonal blocks are “twisted”. That
is, the moding of the σ-momentum is fractional (n + φ
(x)−φ(y)
2π
, where n is integer), and
generically the fields have no periodicity.
VII. THERMODYNAMICS
In this section we make some qualitative speculations about the thermodynamics of the
pp matrix string theory. More rigorous statements, along with calculational details, are
deferred to [53].
We have seen that for Mgs ≫ 1, all of the matrix elements are important, and not just
the diagonal ones. Thus, there are N2 degrees of freedom, even for the trivial vacuum. One
might think that this renders the partition function for the canonical ensemble divergent, for
any temperature. Specifically, the extra factor of N degrees of freedom makes the density
of states appear to have, roughly, eN behaviour instead of the e
√
N behaviour of Cardy’s
formula. If true, the temperature is always above the Hagedorn temperature, and the
canonical ensemble is ill-defined for Mgs ≫ 1.
However, the boundary condition (6.55) modifies this. Including the thermal circle in the
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τ -direction, the boundary conditions are
X(x,y)i(τ, σ + 2π) = ei(φ
(x)−φ(y))X(x,y)i(τ, σ), X(x,y)i(τ, σ + 2π) = ei(θ
(x)−θ(y))X(x,y)i(τ, σ),
A(x,y)µ (τ, σ + 2π) = e
i(φ(x)−φ(y))A(x,y)µ (τ, σ), A
(x,y)
µ (τ, σ + 2π) = e
i(θ(x)−θ(y))A(x,y)µ (τ, σ),
Ψ(x,y)(τ, σ + 2π) = ei(φ
(x)−φ(y))Ψ(x,y)i(τ, σ), Ψ(x,y)(τ, σ + 2π) = −ei(θ(x)−θ(y))Ψ(x,y)i(τ, σ).
(7.1)
In principle the “UQ” for the thermal circle could be an arbitrary U(N) matrix; however,
consistency at (σ+2π, τ +2π) requires UP and UQ to commute and therefore be simultane-
ously diagonalizable.
The partition function includes an integral over the boundary conditions φ(x), θ(x); as
explained in Sec. VIA, this is equivalent to summing over Wilson lines. It turns out that
this integral over phases for the off-diagonal matrix elements suppresses their contribution
to the partition function. So, in fact, the Hagedorn behaviour appears to persist, even in
the presence of fuzzy spheres.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have used a matrix theory formulation to study aspects of the nonpertur-
bative behaviour of strings in a pp wave background with a compact lightlike direction. The
matrix string theory may be characterized by a dimensionless parameter Mgs. For small
Mgs one has a strongly coupled two-dimensional Yang-Mills theory whose IR limit consists
of N degrees of freedom and reproduces the standard perturbative string in the appropriate
pp wave background, in a way entirely analogous to flat space.
However when Mgs ≫ 1 the Yang-Mills theory is essentially perturbative. The under-
lying string theory is at finite but small string coupling. Nevertheless, this regime probes
essentially nonperturbative properties. In particular there are degenerate vacua of the light
cone Hamiltonian corresponding to BPS states representing (multiple) fuzzy spheres of var-
ious sizes.
Perhaps the most significant result of our analysis is that the physical fluctuations around
the fuzzy sphere vacua consist of N2 degrees of freedom rather than N degrees of freedom
which appear at smallMgs limit. The mass spectra of these fluctuations have spacings which
are independent of the sizes of the fuzzy spheres. Furthermore, in a gauge where all the fields
are periodic along the string, the Wilson line degrees of freedom are now characterized by
continuous rather than discrete parameters. Equivalently if one transforms to a description
where the Wilson lines are trivial, the “matter” degrees of freedom generically do not return
to their original values as one goes around the string finite number of times. Thus as we
change the parameters of the theory, strings cease to be stringlike.
We expect these results to have non-trivial consequences for thermodynamics. In par-
ticular the Hagedorn behaviour should be quantitatively, though perhaps not qualitatively,
modified. We hope to report on these aspects soon.
It would be interesting to construct and study matrix string theories in other types of
pp wave backgrounds with different amounts of supersymmetry. For example, matrix string
theory for pp waves in IIB theory should allow us to study the nonperturbative behaviour
of large angular momentum states of string theory in the underlying AdS background.
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APPENDIX A: (FUZZY) SPHERICAL AND VECTOR SPHERICAL HARMON-
ICS
1. Ordinary Spherical Harmonics
We start by reviewing some facts about ordinary spherical harmonics on S2.
a. Scalar Spherical Harmonics
The scalar spherical harmonics, Yℓm, are well-understood. The property we wish to
emphasize, is the one-to-one correspondence between scalar spherical harmonics and homo-
geneous, harmonic polynomials on R3. Specifically,
Hℓm(X) = r
ℓYℓm(θ, φ) (A.1)
are homogeneous, harmonic polynomials of degree ℓ:
X · ∂Hℓm(X) = ℓHℓm(X), ∂2Hℓm(X) = 0. (A.2)
It is straightforward to see that this is equivalent to the well-known property
−∇2Yℓm(θ, φ) = ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Yℓm(θ, φ). Furthermore, one can show (e.g. [54]) that the number
of linearly independent harmonic polynomials that are homogeneous of degree ℓ is precisely
2ℓ+ 1.
b. Vector Spherical Harmonics
Vector spherical harmonics can be defined by [55]
Y jℓm(y) =
1∑
m′=−1
(
ℓ 1
m−m′ m′
∣∣ j
m
)
Yℓ,m−m′eˆm′ , (A.3)
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where ( j1 j2m1 m2 | j3m3 ) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients15 and
eˆ−1 =
Xˆ − iYˆ√
2
eˆ0 = Zˆ eˆ1 = −Xˆ + iYˆ√
2
; (A.4)
compare eq. (A.4) with expressions for rY1β(X). As the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients vanish
unless j = ℓ or j = ℓ± 1, there are three families of vector spherical harmonics. These are
often written [56]
V ℓm = −Y ℓ,ℓ+1,m, Xℓm = Y ℓ,ℓ,m, W ℓm = Y ℓ,ℓ−1,m. (A.5)
We will use both notations here, but in the main text we use Y jℓm to avoid confusing the
matrix string field with a vector spherical harmonic. They obey the reality property
Y
∗
jℓm = (−1)m+ℓ+1−jY j,ℓ,−m (A.6)
and are orthonormal ∫
dΩ2Y jℓm · Y ∗j′ℓ′m′ = δjj′δℓℓ′δmm′ . (A.7)
Alternatively, there are essentially three “natural” ways of generating vectors out of the
scalar spherical harmonics, namely
JHℓm,∂Hℓm, rˆHℓm. (A.8)
These are related to the vector spherical harmonics via [56]16
JHℓm =
√
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)rℓXℓm, (A.9a)
∂Hℓm =
√
ℓ(2ℓ+ 1)rℓ−1W ℓm, (A.9b)
XHℓm = −
√
ℓ+ 1
2ℓ+ 1
rℓ+1V ℓm +
√
ℓ
2ℓ+ 1
rℓ+1W ℓm = −
√
ℓ+ 1
2ℓ+ 1
rℓ+1V ℓm +
r2
2ℓ+ 1
∂Hℓm.
(A.9c)
From either (A.9) or (A.3), we can compute V ℓm and W ℓm explicitly. We find,
W ℓm =
1√
ℓ(2ℓ− 1)
{
−e−1
√
(ℓ−m)(ℓ−m− 1)
2
Yℓ−1,m+1
−e1
√
(ℓ+m)(ℓ+m− 1)
2
Yℓ−1,m−1 + e0
√
ℓ2 −m2Yℓ−1,m
}
,
(A.10)
V ℓm =
1√
(ℓ+ 1)(2ℓ+ 3)
{
e−1
√
(ℓ+m+ 1)(ℓ+m+ 2)
2
Yℓ+1,m+1
+e1
√
(ℓ+m)(ℓ+m− 1)
2
Yℓ+1,m−1 + e0
√
(ℓ+ 1)2 −m2Yℓ+1,m
}
.
(A.11)
15 We use a notation in which Clebsch-Gordan coefficients could be easily confused with the more symmetric
3-j symbols
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
) ≡ (−1)j1−j2−m3√
2j3+1
(
j1 j2
m1 m2
∣∣ j3−m3 ), but the presence or absence of the vertical bar
should alleviate the confusion.
16 We have included a radial factor for later convenience.
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c. Spinor Spherical Harmonics
By analogy with eq. (A.3), we can define spinor spherical harmonics in terms of the scalar
spherical harmonics via
Sαjℓm =
(
ℓ 1
2
m−α α
∣∣∣ j
m
)
Yℓ,m−α,−j ≤ m ≤ j. (A.12)
Here α = ±1
2
is a spinor index, and clearly j = ℓ± 1
2
and m is a half-integer. Explicitly, [57]
Sℓ+ 1
2
,ℓ,m =


√
ℓ+m+ 1
2
2ℓ+1
Yℓ,m− 1
2√
ℓ−m+ 1
2
2ℓ+1
Yℓ,m+ 1
2

 , Sℓ− 1
2
,ℓ,m =

−
√
ℓ−m+ 1
2
2ℓ+1
Yℓ,m− 1
2√
ℓ+m+ 1
2
2ℓ+1
Yℓ,m+ 1
2

 . (A.13)
These are clearly orthonormal∫
dΩ2S
†
jℓmSj′ℓ′m′ = δjj′δℓℓ′δmm′ . (A.14)
Also, they obey the reality condition
σ2S∗j,ℓ,m = −i(−1)j+ℓ+mSj,ℓ,−m; (A.15)
σ2 appears as it is the charge conjugation matrix.
2. Fuzzy Spherical Harmonics
a. Scalar Spherical Harmonics
The coordinates of the fuzzy sphere are J . So, while it is difficult to generalize the
spherical harmonics themselves, it is trivial to generalize Hℓm(X). The only subtlety is
ordering, but since the commutator of two J ’s gives a J , it is clear that one should use the
symmetric ordering. Up to normalization, this defines the matrix scalar spherical harmonics,
which we also denote Yℓm, hopefully without confusion.
Equivalently, in an N -dimensional irreducible representation of SU(2), we define Yℓ,m
recursively as
Yℓm =
1√
(ℓ+m+ 1)(ℓ−m)
[
J−, Yℓ,m+1
]
, Yℓℓ = (−1)ℓ
√
N
ℓ!
√
(2ℓ+ 1)!(N − ℓ− 1)!
(N + ℓ)!
(J+)ℓ.
(A.16)
It is sometimes convenient—especially for multiple commutators—to use the Lie derivative
to denote a commutator; we also introduce the normalization constant
Nℓ = (−1)ℓ
√
N
ℓ!
√
(2ℓ+ 1)!(N − ℓ− 1)!
(N + ℓ)!
, (A.17)
so that
Yℓm =
1√
(ℓ+m+ 1)(ℓ−m)£J−Yℓ,m+1, Yℓℓ = Nℓ(J
+)ℓ = (−1)ℓ |Nℓ| (J+)ℓ. (A.18)
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The sign ensures that, written as polynomials in X, Y fuzzyℓm “=”H
classical
ℓm .
It is straightforward to check that the definition (A.16) ensures the usual properties,
[
J±, Yℓm
]
=
√
(ℓ∓m)(ℓ±m+ 1)Yℓm±1,
[
J3, Yℓm
]
= mYℓm,
[Ja, [Ja, Yℓm]] = ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Yℓm, (A.19)
Y †ℓm = (−1)mYℓ,−m. (A.20)
Nℓ has been chosen for the normalization
Tr
[
Y †ℓmYℓ′m′
]
= Nδℓℓ′δmm′ . (A.21)
The consistency of this normalization as m varies is easy to check, and the orthogonality
follows from the commutation relations with J3 (for m) and (£Ja)
2 (for ℓ). In particular,
this implies that the Yℓm’s are linearly independent. However, it is worth mentioning that
the normalization, Nℓ, depends on N as well as on ℓ in a nontrivial way.
More generally, since the spherical harmonics are acted on by angular momentum gener-
ators, it is natural to consider the N1 ×N2 matrix whose matrix elements are
[Y
(N1,N2)
jm ]M1M2 = (N1N2)
1/4(−1)N2−12 −M2
(
N1−1
2
N2−1
2
M1 −M2
∣∣∣ j
m
)
,
|N1−N2|
2
≤ j ≤ N1+N2
2
+ 1,
−N1−1
2
≤M1 ≤ N1−12 ,
−N2−1
2
≤M2 ≤ N2−12 .
(A.22)
Using the standard representation of the angular momentum generators Ja, and the prop-
erties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, [57]
( j1 j2m1 m2 | j3m3 ) =
(
j2 j1
−m2 −m1
∣∣ j3−m3 ), (A.23)√
(j1 ∓m1)(j1 ±m1 + 1)
(
j1 j2
m1±1 m2
∣∣ j3
m3
)
+
√
(j2 ∓m2)(j2 ±m2 + 1)
(
j1 j2
m1 m2±1
∣∣ j3
m3
)
=
√
(j3 ±m3)(j3 ∓m3 + 1)
(
j1 j2
m1 m2
∣∣ j3
m3∓1
)
,
(A.24)∑
m1,m2
( j1 j2m1 m2 | j3m3 )
(
j1 j2
m1 m2
∣∣∣ j′3m′3
)
= δj3,j′3δm3,m′3 , (A.25)
we easily deduce that (here, we loosely write [Ja, ·] for the difference between left multipli-
cation and right multiplication with representations of the appropriate dimension)[
J±, Y (N1,N2)jm
]
=
√
(j ∓m)(j ±m+ 1)Y (N1,N2)jm±1 ,
[
J3, Y
(N1,N2)
jm
]
= mY
(N1,N2)
jm , (A.26)[
Ja,
[
Ja, Y
(N1,N2)
jm
]]
= j(j + 1)Y
(N1,N2)
jm , (A.27)
Y
(N1,N2)†
jm = (−1)m−
N1−N2
2 Y
(N2,N1)
j,−m , (A.28)
Tr Y
(N1,N2)†
jm Y
(N1,N2)
j′m′ =
√
N1N2δjj′δmm′ . (A.29)
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In particular, we see that17
[Yℓm]MM ′ = [Y
(N,N)
ℓm ]MM ′ =
√
N(−1)N−12 −M ′
(
N−1
2
N−1
2
M −M ′
∣∣∣ ℓ
m
)
. (A.30)
Whether to use eq. (A.16) or eq. (A.30) as the definition of the fuzzy spherical harmonics is
according to taste; however, we have seen that the definition (A.30) immediately generalizes
to non-square matrices (A.22). These are used for nontrivial, non-irreducible representa-
tions [5].
We can also observe that Ja commutes with
∑ℓ
m=−ℓ YℓmY
†
ℓm. By Schur’s lemma, this
implies that
j∑
m=−j
Y
(N1,N2)
jm Y
(N1,N2)†
jm = (2j + 1)
√
N2
N1
l1, (A.31)
where the proportionality constant follows upon taking the trace and using the aforemen-
tioned normalization.18
Note an important difference between the classical and fuzzy spherical harmonics. Be-
cause (J+)N = 0, there are only a finite number of fuzzy spherical harmonics, namely
ℓ ≤ N − 1, for a total of N2. Thus, the fuzzy spherical harmonics form an orthogonal basis
for the N ×N matrices. [Alternatively, and more generally, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
restrict j as quoted in eq. (A.30); thus the number of Y
(N1,N2)
jm is N1N2, and they form an
orthogonal basis for the N1 ×N2 matrices.] Note that Y00 = l1.
For computations involving interactions and higher order terms in the gauge transfor-
mations, one needs a formula for the products of spherical harmonics. Since the spherical
harmonics form a basis, a product of spherical harmonics is a sum of spherical harmonics.
Specifically, we have found
Y
(N1,N2)
j1m1
Y
(N2,N3)
j2m2
=
√
N2
√
(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)(−1)2j1−
N1−N3
2
+N2−1
×
∑
j3
(−1)j3( j1 j2m1 m2 ∣∣ j3m1+m2 ){ j1 j2 j3N3−12 N1−12 N2−12
}
Y
(N1,N3)
j3,m1+m2
, (A.32)
where
{
j1 j2 j3
j4 j5 j6
}
is the 6-j symbol; see e.g. [54]. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in
eq. (A.32) is easy to understand since the coefficients on the right-hand side are given
by (N1N3)
−1/2 Tr Yj1m1Yj2m2Y
†
j3m3
. Inserting £J± into the trace, and using the fact that
the trace of a commutator is zero, results in recursion relations for these coefficients which
are identical to those [eq. (A.24)] for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Thus, the m1, m2-
dependence of the right-hand side is determined, up to a j1, j2, j3-dependent normalization.
The normalization is most easily found by comparing the explicit trace written using the
expression (A.30) for the spherical harmonics, with e.g. eq. (6.2.8) of [54] which expresses a
sum of three Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in terms of the 6-j symbol. This method, of course,
reproduces the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.
17 The equality follows from linear independence and normalization, but only up to a
phase. We can check the phase by examining the sign of the non-zero matrix element
[Yℓℓ]N−1
2
,N−1
2
−ℓ = (−1)ℓ |Nℓ|
√
(N−1)!ℓ!
(N−1−ℓ)!
?
=
√
N(−1)ℓ
(
N−1
2
N−1
2
N1
2
ℓ−N−1
2
∣∣∣∣ ℓℓ
)
. By definition [57], this Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient is real and positive, and so we confirm that the phase is correct.
18 This is reminiscent of the classical “sum rule”
∑ℓ
m=−ℓ |Yℓm(θ, φ)|2 = 2ℓ+14π .
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b. Vector Spherical Harmonics
We can now define the vector spherical harmonics in parallel to the ordinary sphere. We
set, with −j ≤ m ≤ j,
Y
(N1,N2)
jjm = X
(N1,N2)
jm =
1√
j(j + 1)
[
J , Y
(N1,N2)
jm
]
, |N1−N2|
2
≤ j ≤ N1+N2
2
− 1; j 6= 0, (A.33a)
Y
(N1,N2)
j,j−1,m = W
(N1,N2)
jm =
1√
j(2j − 1)
{
e−1
√
(j −m)(j −m− 1)
2
Y
(N1,N2)
j−1,m+1
+e1
√
(j +m)(j +m− 1)
2
Y
(N1,N2)
j−1,m−1 + e0
√
j2 −m2Y (N1,N2)j−1,m
}
,
|N1−N2|
2
+ 1 ≤ j ≤ N1+N2
2
,
(A.33b)
Y
(N1,N2)
j,j+1,m = −V (N1,N2)jm =
1√
(j + 1)(2j + 3)
{
e−1
√
(j +m+ 1)(j +m+ 2)
2
Y
(N1,N2)
j+1,m+1
+e1
√
(j −m+ 1)(j −m+ 2)
2
Y
(N1,N2)
j+1,m−1 − e0
√
(j + 1)2 −m2Y (N1,N2)j+1,m
}
,
|N1−N2|
2
− 1 ≤ j ≤ N1+N2
2
− 2; j ≥ 0.
(A.33c)
The restrictions on j follow from the range of j in Y
(N1,N2)
jm , plus the fact that because
Y00 = l1, it necessarily commutes with J . There are therefore [N1N2 − δN1,N2] Xjm’s,
[min(N1, N2)(max(N1, N2) + 2)] W jm’s and [min(N1, N2)(max(N1, N2)− 2) + δN1,N2]
V jm’s, for a grand total of 3N1N2, the same as the number of linearly independent triplets
of N1 ×N2 matrices.
Some useful identities are (we drop the dimension-specifying superscripts where they are
trivial)
Y
(N1,N2)†
jℓm = (−1)j−ℓ+m+1−
N1−N2
2 Y
(N2,N1)
j,ℓ,−m , (A.34)
ǫabc
[
J b, Y cjjm
]
= iY ajjm, ǫabc
[
J b, Y cj−1,jm
]
= i(j + 1)Y aj−1,j,m,
ǫabc
[
J b, Y cj+1,j,m
]
= −ijY aj+1,j,m,
(A.35)
[
Ja, Xajm
]
=
√
j(j + 1)Yjm,
[
Ja,W ajm
]
= 0,
[
Ja, V ajm
]
= 0, (A.36)
[Ja, [Ja,Y jℓm]] = ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Y jℓm, (A.37)
TrY
(N1,N2)
jℓm · Y (N1,N2)†j′ℓ′m′ =
√
N1N2δjj′δℓℓ′δmm′ . (A.38)
In particular, the inner product (A.38) shows that these vector spherical harmonics are
linearly independent, and therefore form a complete, orthogonal basis for vectors of N ×N
matrices. In the main text we exclusively use the Y jℓm notation, to avoid confusing the
matrix string field with a vector spherical harmonic.
It is useful to be able to write products in terms of the basis. Using eq. (A.32) and the
definition (A.3), one finds that
Y
(N1,N2)
j1m1
Y
(N2,N3)a
j2ℓ2m2
=
√
N2
√
(2j1 + 1)(2ℓ2 + 1)(2j2 + 1)(−1)j1−ℓ2−
N1−N3
2
+N2
×
∑
j3,ℓ3
(−1)j3−ℓ3
√
2ℓ3 + 1
(
j1 j2
m1 m2
∣∣ j3
m1+m2
){
j1 j3 j2
1 ℓ2 ℓ3
}{ j1 ℓ2 ℓ3
N3−1
2
N1−1
2
N2−1
2
}
Y
(N1,N3)a
j3,ℓ3,m1+m2
, (A.39)
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and
Y
(N1,N2)a
j2ℓ2m2
Y
(N2,N3)
j1m1
=
√
N2
√
(2j1 + 1)(2ℓ2 + 1)(2j2 + 1)(−1)2j1−
N1−N3
2
+N2
×
∑
j3,ℓ3
(−1)j3
√
2ℓ3 + 1
(
j1 j2
m1 m2
∣∣ j3
m1+m2
){
j1 j3 j2
1 ℓ2 ℓ3
}{ ℓ2 j1 ℓ3
N3−1
2
N1−1
2
N2−1
2
}
Y
(N1,N3)a
j3,ℓ3,m1+m2
. (A.40)
Therefore, for square matrices,
[
Yℓ1m1 , Y
a
j2ℓ2m2
]
=
√
N
√
(2ℓ1 + 1)(2ℓ2 + 1)(2j2 + 1)(−1)N+1
×
∑
j3,ℓ3
(−1)j3 [1− (−1)ℓ1+ℓ2+ℓ3]√2ℓ3 + 1( ℓ1 j2m1 m2 ∣∣ j3m1+m2 )
× { ℓ1 j3 j21 ℓ2 ℓ3 }
{
ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3
N−1
2
N−1
2
N−1
2
}
Y aj3,ℓ3,m1+m2 ; (A.41)
thus only odd ℓ1+ℓ2+ℓ3 contribute to the commutator, but there is no (obvious) restriction
on j3. We should note that one of the 6-j symbols in these expressions is obviously that
from eq. (A.32) and the presence of the other is reminiscent of the classical formula [55] and
could presumably be deduced from recursion relations.
c. Spinor Spherical Harmonics
The spinor spherical harmonics are also written in parallel to the ordinary sphere. That
is,
S
(N1,N2)
j+ 1
2
,j,m
=


√
j+m+ 1
2
2j+1
Y
(N1,N2)
j,m− 1
2√
j−m+ 1
2
2j+1
Y
(N1,N2)
j,m+ 1
2

 , 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1,−j − 1
2
≤ m ≤ j + 1
2
(A.42)
S
(N1,N2)
j− 1
2
,j,m
=

−
√
j−m+ 1
2
2j+1
Y
(N1,N2)
j,m− 1
2√
j+m+ 1
2
2j+1
Y
(N1,N2)
j,m+ 1
2

 , 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1,−j + 1
2
≤ m ≤ j − 1
2
. (A.43)
The restriction on j is obvious and the restriction on m follows from the usual restriction
on m, along with an analysis of the coefficients. We count [N1N2+min(N1, N2)] S
(N1,N2)
j+ 1
2
,j,m
’s
and [N1N2−min(N1, N2)] S(N1,N2)j− 1
2
,j,m
’s, for a total of 2N1N2 spinor spherical harmonics, as
expected.
Some useful identities are
σ2S
(N1,N2)∗
j+ 1
2
,j,m
= (−1)m−N1−N22 S(N2,N1)
j+ 1
2
,j,−m, σ
2
S
(N1,N2)∗
j− 1
2
,j,m
= (−1)m+1−N1−N22 S(N2,N1)
j− 1
2
,j,−m, (A.44)
σa
[
Ja,Sj+ 1
2
,j,m
]
= jSj+ 1
2
,j,m, σ
a
[
Ja,Sj− 1
2
,j,m
]
= −(j + 1)Sj− 1
2
,j,m, (A.45)
[Ja, [Ja,Sjℓm]] = ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Sjℓm, (A.46)
TrS
(N1,N2)∗
jℓm S
(N1,N2)
j′ℓ′m′ =
√
N1N2δjj′δℓℓ′δmm′ , (A.47)
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where σa are the Pauli matrices, and the complex conjugation includes Hermitian conjuga-
tion of the U(N) matrices. In particular, we see that the spinor spherical harmonics are
linearly independent and therefore form a basis.
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